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vegetables, food toxicology, and world food problems.
He has authored over 200 scientific papers and reports.
Some of his articles have received recognition and awards
as outstanding articles in biological journals. Professor
Salunkhe sat on committees for the American Society for
Horticultural Science and Institute of Food Technologists
whose purpose it was to select articles and research contributors worthy of awards.
Professor Salunkhe has traveled extensively around
the world to visit prominent research laboratories and to
deliver lectures on research conducted in his laboratories
at Utah State University.
He was an Alexander Humboldt Senior Fellow and a
guest professor at the Technical University in Karlsruhe,
West Germany. He was a guest lecturer at the Technological Institute, Moscow, USSR and an exchange scientist to Czechoslovakia on behalf of the National Academy
of Science. He was on the advisory committee for the
International Congress of Food Science and Technology,
National Academy of Science, National Research Council, and several food processing and consumer organizations.

D. K. SALUNKHE
Professor D. K. Salunkhe was born in India in 1925.
He graduated with a B.Sc. (Agri.) degree with honors
from Poona University in 1949; in 1951 and 1954 he
received his M.S. and Ph.D degrees from Michigan State
University. Professor Salunkhe came to Utah State University in 1953 as a research associate in the horticulture
department and is presently professor of nutrition and
food science. He has taught courses in bacteriology and
plant pathology, post-harvest physiology and biochemistry of fruits and vegetables, processing of fruits and

Professor Salunkhe was Sigma Xi President, Utah
State University Chapter; Fellow of Utah Academy of
Sciences, Arts and Letters; and Danforth Foundation
Faculty Associate.
In 1960 Professor Salunkhe formulated the Interdepartmental Program in Food Science and Technology
and served as its first chairman for 8 years. After a few
transformations, the program evolved into the present
Department of Nutrition and Food Science.
Professor Salunkhe married Urmilla Shinde in 1955.
They have two children: Kirti and Vishwas.
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FIFTIETH HONOR LECTURE
DELIVERED AT THE UNIVERSITY

A basic objective of the Faculty Association of Utah State
University, in the words of its constitution, is :
to encourage intellectual growth and development of its
members by sponsoring and arranging for the publication of
two annual faculty research lectures in the fields of (I) the
biological and exact sciences, including engineering, called
the Annual Faculty Honor Lecture in the Natural Sciences;
and (2) the humanities and social sciences, including education and business administration, called the Annual Faculty
Honor Lecture in the Humanities.
The administration of the University is sympathetic with these
aims and shares, through the Scholarly Publications Committee,
the costs of publishing and distributing these lectures.
Lecturers are chosen by a standing committee of the Faculty
Association . Among the factors considered by the committee in
choosing lecturers are, in the words of the constitution:
(1) creative activity in the field of the proposed lecture;
(2) publication of research through recognized channels in
the field of the proposed lecture; (3) outstanding teaching
over an extended period of years; (4) personal influence in
developing the character of the students.
D. K. Salunkhe was selected by the committee to deliver the
Annual Faculty Honor Lecture in the Sciences. On behalf of the
members of the Association we are happy to present Professor
Salunkhe's paper:
FOOD, NUTRITION, AND HEALTH: Problems and Prospects

Committee on Faculty Honor Lecture

FOREWORD
The Faculty Association of Utah State University can be congratulated on selecting the topic, Food, Nutrition and Health, for
the 50th Faculty Honor Lecture and for choosing Professor Salunkhe
to be the honor lecturer.
The world food problem is a very timely topic indeed. As has
been pointed out in Dr. Salunkhe's paper, it is estimated that over
half of today's world population is afflicted to some degree by
hunger or malnutrition. The effects of malnutrition on the health of
the pre-school child are particularly alarming. According to available
statistical data, two-thirds to four-fifths of all deaths that occur in
the developing countries are within the under-five age group which
constitutes 20 percent of the population. Some 30 percent of the
children in the developing countries fail to reach the age of five .
In a recent investigation of the underlying causes of mortality
in childhood in the Americas, conducted by the Pan American Health
Organization,' malnutrition was found to be directly or indirectly
responsible for deaths of children under five years of age in over
50 percent of the cases.
However, not all malnourished children die. Hundreds of millions of those who live have been malnourished and suffer serious
deprivation of the opportunity to realize their full potential. The
FAO and WHO estimate the toll to be as many as two-thirds of all
surviving children in the developing countries.
Dr. Bengoa, Chief of the WHO Nutrition Unit, estimates 2 that
in Latin America 1,000,000 children are at present in a severe state
of malnutrition and 10,000,000 are suffering from moderate malnutrition. In Africa, about 3,000,000 children are affected by severe
malnutrition and 16,000,000 by moderate malnutrition . In Asia,
the corresponding figures are 6,000,000 and 64,000,000.
When we look at the world as a whole, about 10,000,000
children are at great risk of death, and, even if treated, one-third of
them would probably still die of hunger and malnutrition. In addition , the condition of 90,000,000 children with moderate forms of
malnutrition may suddenly be aggravated by an infection. }

f

l Ruth Rice Puffer and Carlos V. Serrano, Patterns of Mortality ill Childhood. Report of the Inter-American Investigation of Mortality in Childhood,
Pan American Health Organization, Washington, D.C., 1973.
2Jose M. Bengoa and Gonzalo Donoso, "Prevalence of Protein-Calorie
Malnutrition, 1963 to 1973," PAG Bulletin 4 (I): 24-35, 1974.
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Overpopulation is certainly one of the major factors responsible
for the current situation. As a consequence of the introduction of
public health measures, there has been a marked reduction in the
death rates, without significant alteration in the birth rates. This has
resulted in an unprecedented rise in the rate of population growth,
particularly among the developing nations. In terms of numbers,
more than one and a half billion people have been added to the
world population since 1900. It has been estimated that by the
year 2000, the globe will carry in excess of six billion inhabitants.
This is based on the United Nations' postulate of a continuing
2 percent annual increase in the population growth until 1985, with
a gradual slowdown thereafter.
{ Inasmuch as the existing population control measures have
been, so far, largely ineffective in checking the population explosion,
there has been a reemergence of neo-Malthusian thought. The propagators of this philosophy are again promulgating the notion that
food production will not be able to keep pace with population growth
and are forecasting the inevitable famine and self-wrought doom
for mankind. This viewpoint has been strengthened by the recent
drought which severely affected the food production and depleted
our surplus farm commodities. The existing inflation and "energy
crisis" have not made the situation any easier.\
There is genuine need for concern, but as Dr. Salun"khe points
out, there is no need to despair. Our earth resources and the technological knowhow, if properly used, should not only avert such
catastrophes but they could actually lead to the improvement of the
nutritional status and the well-being of the many malnourished
peoples throughout the world. 3
Much can be done to improve world food supplies. There is
still plenty of unused land which could be put under cultivation.
According to Dr. Kellogg: the total area of potentially arable soils,
i.e., 3.16 billion hectares, is more than double the total area now
being farmed. Africa has a potential of about 733 million hectares
of which only 125 million are cultivated, South America uses a
little over 77 million hectares out of a total potential of around
648 million. These estimates assume no extensive schemes for
XMiloslav Rechcigl, Ir. (ed.) , Mall, Food alld Nutritioll . StrateRies alld
Tecllllological Measures jor Alleviatillg the World Food Problem (Cleveland:
CRC Press, 1973) .
"Charles E. Kellogg and A. C. Orvedal , " Potentially Arable Soils of the
World and Critical Measures for their Use, "Advallces ill Agronomy, 21: 109170 (1969).
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desalinization of sea water to supplement existing supplies of water
from rain, groundwater, and surface streams.
In the long run , however, an increase in food production will
have to be realized more and more through increased land productivity. The potential in this area can be readily seen by coinparing
current crop yields in the developed versus those in the developing
countries. Thus in the period of 1969-1971 , in the case of wheat,
the highest average yield was reported from the Netherlands at the
level of 46.0 quintals, while the lowest yield observed in the Libyan
Arab Republic was only 2.3 quintals. The respective figures for
rice were 70.5 in Australia and 8.0 in Mali and Uganda; for corn
71.1 in New Zealand and 3.2 in Botswana; and for sorghum 41.7 in
Egypt and 2.7 in Botswana.
The available food supplies could also be substantially increased
if the enormous losses due to pests and various diseases could be
checked. Animal trypanosomiasis in cattle, which is transmitted by
tsetse flies , denies large areas of land to productive livestock enterprises in Africa. Control of the tsetse flies would release four and a
half million square miles of land and allow the pasturage of 125 million cattle, an increase in Africa's cattle population by one-third.
Another common disease, paralytic rabies in cattle, which is transmitted by vampire bats, has been estimated to cause the death of
over half a million cattle annually in South and Central America.
The effects of plant pests and diseases are equally spectacular.
For example, an adult locust, weighing about 2 grams, is capable of
eating its own weight in food each day. This means that a large
swarm of locusts, covering 1,000 square miles and total populations
of 40,000 per square mile, can eat as much as 80,000 tons of plants
in a single day.
There are also numerous unconventional sources of food which
could provide an additional boost to the world food supply.
Abundance of food does not, of course, necessarily assure good
nutrition. The quality of food is of paramount importance. Just
as in the case of food production, alternative approaches" can be
used to improve the nutritional quality of food . To name a few ,
composition of crops can be modified through plant breeding or by
application of appropriate agronomic measures. Some nutrients
which are not readily digestible or otherwise not utilizable can be
made available by suitable treatment of the foodstuff, such as heat,
fractionation , or fermentation .
oSee footnote No. 3.
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The prevalence of anemia and obesity in the economically
developed countries clearly shows, however, that technology alone
is not sufficient in preventing malnutrition . Ignorance about the
nutritive value of foods and lack of knowledge regarding the dietary
requirements is a widespread phenomenon which may substantially
contribute to the problem of malnutrition.
What is needed is a coordinated effort, involving nutritionists,
agronomists, plant breeders, animal husbandrymen, food technologists, economists, and other social scientists, as well as national
planners who shape the economic and health policies of their nations.
In seeking specific solutions to existing problems, not infrequently it might be a question of simply applying what we already
know. In many other situations, however, solutions will have to be
sought through experimentation and new imaginative research efforts.
Apropos, it should be noted that the recently issued report of the
Panel on Nutrition and the International Situation/ recommended
that there should be a significant increase in the support of agricultural research devoted to the problem of increasing food production
in the developing countries.
I should like to conclude with the statement of the late President
Kennedy during the opening of the World Food Congress in 1963 ,
which is just as timely now as it was then: "So long as freedom
from hunger is only half achieved, so long as two-thirds of the
nations have food deficits, no citizen, no nation, can afford to be
satisfied. We have the ability, as members of the human race. We
have the means, we have the capacity to eliminate hunger from the
face of the earth in our life time. We need only the will."

Miloslav Rechcigl, Jr., Ph.D.
Nutrition Advisor and Chief
Research and Institutional Grants Division
Agency for International Development
U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C.
6U . S. Senate Select Committe on Nutrition and Human Needs, National
Nutrition Policy Study. Report and Recommendation - VI, U . S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1974.
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FOOD, NUTRITION, AND HEALTH:
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

"There are so many hungry
people in the world that God
cannot appear to them except
in the form of bread."

Mahatma Gandhi

"That the persistence of hunger and malnutrition is unacceptable
morally and socially, is incompatible with the dignity of human
beings and the equality of opportunity to which they are entitled,
and is a threat to social and international peace.
"That the elimination of hunger is a primary task of all men
and women, who must recognize their duties as well as their rights
as members of the human race, and must fight to achieve freedom
from hunger in every corner of the earth; this obligation being also
inherent in the pledge of the nations under the United Nations
Charter to take joint and separate action, to achieve higher standards
of living, full employment and conditions of economic and social
progress and development as indispensable elements of peace."

. -Declaration of the World Food Congress (1963)
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FOOD, NUTRITION, AND HEALTH:
Problems and Prospects

D. K. Salunkhe

Food, nutrition, and health - and their complex interrelationships - are necessities of life. Basically, nutrition depends on food;
health depends on nutrition. Everyone needs to have enough good
quality food to sustain himself. Satisfying that need on a world basis
must be of concern to each of us.
Although accurate data are lacking, it is estimated that more
than two-thirds of today's world population is afflicted by hunger
and/ or malnutrition. Almost 300 million children are suffering
physical and, probably, mental damage because of insufficient food.
This evidence points to one of two conclusions: we have either too
many people, or not enough food. If the former is our problem,
what are the means of controlling population, and what obstacles
stand in our way? If it is the latter, how do we get more food?
The world food problem is not merely a question of inadequate
supplies or clinical starvation. It also encompasses those who are
malnourished and do not know it, and those for whom the mechanism of distribution has broken down.
These and other relevant aspects of the world food situation
are discussed in the following five major categories:
World Food Production
World Population
World Nutrition
Obstacles to Increased Food Production and Universal
Nutrition
5. Prospects for Increasing World Food Production and
Improving Nutrition

1.
2.
3.
4.

WORLD FOOD PRODUCTION

Goaded by the demanding tutelage of man's hand, the earth's
soil has managed to continue increasing the fruits that she produces.
Today, although she is groaning under the combined weight of
nearly four billion humans and their factories, dwellings and waste
materials, the earth still is producing more food than she ever
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has before. But it is not enough. The rate of population increase
has stayed abreast of the rate of production increase. Such statistics
bode ill for those who have never had an adequate diet : with all
the attempts at increasing production, wit\) all the successes in producing higher yields, the poor people in the world generally go to
bed just as hungry now as they did ten years ago.
Harvest

When considering global food production, to speak of the
"fruits of the soil" is to speak quite figuratively. The " fruits" are
mostly in the form of grain, a food which has held supreme position
on our tables for thousands of years. Today is no exception.
The total agricultural production of the world in 1970 was
2.9 billion tons.1 Of that, 81 % was food crop production, 17 %
livestock and livestock products, and 2 % fishery products.
Grains accounted for 40 % of total crop production . Following
grain were starchy roots and tubers - staples of the diet in many
tropical countries, at 19 % ; vegetables and fruits, 16% ; and sugar,
pulses, and oil crops, 2% , 1 % , and 1 %, respectively.
Production of livestock and livestock products has increased by
over 100% in the last two decades, despite the fact that animals
are extravagant converters of plant proteins into animal proteins. The
lion's share (77 % ) of production in the livestock area goes to milk.
Milk production comprises about 13 % of total world food production ; beef, veal, goat, lamb, and mutton share 3 % ; and poultry and
poultry products, 1.5 % .
The figures relating to food production do not adequately
represent the quandary that the world finds itself in concerning
food. The figures do not take into account the differing nutritional
values of the various foods that comprise the world's diet. For
instance, pulses and oil crops have great potential for aiding in the
war on hunger, but this potential remains largely unrealized, since
their worth as protein sources is generally underestimated by consumers in the underdeveloped areas of the world. Nor do the figures
take into account the amounts of food lost to spoilage and inadequate
storage, processing, and transport. They also neglect to indicate the
capabilities for growth that an area or crop possesses.
IThese and all subsequent references to figures and statistics are drawn
directly or calculated from those provided by the Economic Research Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture or United Nations.
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Food Production by Continent

In dividing the world into separate regions for the purposes of
the comparison of food production by area, geographical boundaries
cannot be the sole differentiating factor. All of the countries in
North America, for instance, cannot be grouped together in the
computation of area statistics owing to the wide disparity in the
economic and production capability levels between the U.S. and
Canada and the Central American countries. For the purpose of
more meaningful statistics, the United States and Canada are separated from the rest of the continent. It is important that countries
are grouped not only according to geographical, but economic and
social proximity as well.
The disparity in agricultural production between the areas of the
developed and less-developed countries is dramatically evident when
the percentage figures of total food crop production for the years
1966-70 are coupled with the 1970 population percentage figures.
Europe accounted for 18.3 % of the world production and 12.7 % of
world population; the USSR's share of production was 14.6 % with
6.7 % of the population; the U.S. and Canada had figures of 15.2 %
for food and 6.3 % for people; Latin America, 7.7 % and 7.7 %;
Oceania, 1.0 % with 0.5 % of the people; Africa had 6.4 % of world
food production and 9.5 % of global population ; the Near East's
share came to 2.7 % and 2.1 % , respectively ; the Far East had
16.9 % of the world's food while having 33.4 % of the world's
people; and China had a 17. 1% share of the food and 21.1 % of
the population.
U.S. and Canada

The U.S. and Canada, for long the "breadbasket" of the world,
with more land than they needed, are finally beginning to feel a
people/ food pinch. Agricultural production increases are therefore
expected in both countries. Much cropland in both countries that
has lain idle could be used again . The production of soybeans,
peanuts, and sugar beets has expanded in recent years and is expected
to continue to do so.
Many have expressed concern over the high energy requirements
of Canadian and American agriculture. In terms of mechanization
and fertilizer use, this problem urgently needs the attention of conscientious research. The U.S., using a nearly unbelievable 60 % of
her cropland to produce feed for livestock, continues to be the
world leader in meat production.
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Europe

Europe has been existing for centuries on a very stable agricultural base. Its population is more stable than most, and it appears
likely that the continent will not experience drastic difficulties in
the years ahead.

USSR
The USSR, on the other hand, has made remarkable strides in
the past twenty years, especially in the area of grain production
(imports from the U.S. notwithstanding). Total crop production in
the USSR in 1973 was estimated to be approximately 20 % more
than in the previous year. Grain production in the USSR in 1973 set
a record for that country. The Soviet Union, however, will continue
to import more grain than she exports ; it is assumed that the poor
crop of 1972 caught the Soviet government without adequate reserve
stocks, which they will try to rebuild. Nearly a quarter of the Soviet
Union imports will be feed grains, to feed cattle that constitute 12%
of the world total.
Near East and the Continent of India

The Near East, which can boast of the invention of irrigation,
cannot boast of its continued implementation . Though its production
levels are low enough to be in line with the rest of Asia, it has gained
enough money from the sale of its petroleum reserves to import
great quantities of food . The Near East shows the lowest percentage
increase in yields and production despite an increase in cultivated
land larger than either Africa or the Far East.
India has occupied center stage in the drama of world food
supplies for many years. The World's concern for her stems from
the long years of famine she suffered in the past. Although India's
lot has improved greatly, her problems are far from over. Food
imports are still required, but they no longer constitute so large a
portion of India's consumption.
India now produces a third of all ground nuts produced annually, a fifth of the world's sugar cane, and the high-yield cultivars of
rice have enabled her to increase her production to 20.5 % of the
world total. Though her overall grain production increase outstripped her population growth, the ultimate answer to India's food
problem still remains the effective implementation of birth control
measures.
-12-

Far East

In the Far East-for our purposes, all of East Asia except
China and Japan - crops depend heavily on the timing and intensity
of the monsoon, as they have for centuries. Irrigation is gaining
favor in the lands of South Asia, however, and a monsoon that does
not bring sufficient rainfall, or that arrives too late, or that causes
flooding, does not cause the widespread catastrophe and suffering that
it might were it not for improved agricultural practices and large
imports of material and technology. Overall crop production in the
Far Eastern lands has paralleled China's meteoric rise. The rate of
increase has risen dramatically in the past few years with the advent
of the new higher-yield crop cuItivars.
China

China, if far from her goal of self-sufficiency, is at least traveling on the road that leads to it. Crop production nearly doubled
between 1948-52 and 1966-70. By 1973, grain production in China
had increased by a full third over the 1965 crop. Production figures
look hopeful in China, as they continue to increase, but it must be
borne in mind that the population increases by 15-20 million per
year. In addition to and in competition with the people, there is
also the not unimportant nor easily managed task of feeding her
ever-growing livestock population.
Japan

Japan remains a heavy importer of grain (except rice) , oilseeds,
and beef. Her population is squeezed into such a small space that
it seems unlikely that she will reach self-sufficiency on many levels
in the foreseeable future . Her fishing fleet, however, is well known
for its effectiveness; the Japanese people derive the majority of their
animal protein from fish. There is, however, a danger that marine
production will have to be curtailed. Japanese fishing has reduced
many species of whale to near extinction, and other fishes are
dangerously close to being over-harvested. The Japanese will therefore inevitably have to curb the amount of food they get from the sea.
The Japanese government is attempting to expand production of
domestic crops, especially soybeans, to achieve self-sufficiency. One
of the agricultural problems in Japan has been the planting of rice
to the exclusion of other crops. The government hopes that incen-13-

tives to produce other crops, such as wheat and soybeans, will be
effective.
Oceania

In the Oceanic countries, primarily Australia and New Zealand,
grains are the dominant agricultural crop, and wheat is king among
the grains, accounting for 11.1 million tons out of a total grain
production total of 15.1 million tons. Australia and New Zealand
rank among the top in per capita meat production. The Australian
continent appears to hold great promise for increased agricultural
production. There are fewer people in Australia and New Zealand
combined than there are in California, and the land area is huge.
Though much is desert, it is supposed that there are still great
acreages that are arable.
Latin America

The population of Latin America continues to grow at an
unprecedented rate. Agricultural conditions are gradually improving,
though they hardly match the impact of an increasing number of
mouths to feed and a steadily increasing standard of living, which
generates a larger demand for food than ever before.
The region's production has increased, heretofore, most heavily
in the area of starchy roots, tubers, and grains. As in most underdeveloped areas of the world, weather holds an iron grip on agricultural production. In addition, a solution to the problem of how to
hold nutrients in the tropical soil once it is stripped of its profuse
vegetation for plowing is necessary to the successful improvement
of agricultural production.
Latin America produced more coarse grains (mostly corn)
than any other crop in 1973, though record harvests of rice and
oil seeds were recorded. Brazil has expanded her oilmeal production,
especially soybeans. Beef is important in the richer regions of Latin
America, notably the Plate River countries of Argentina, Uruguay,
and, in part, Brazil. Argentina and Brazil produced an average
between them of 4.7 billion pounds of beef in 1972. However, in
most countries of Latin America, and for most of the people of
the area, meat is rare, and protein is obtained from beans, a contribution of the American Indians, who have rightfully been called
"the world's unsurpassed plant breeders."2
2Georg Borgstrom, World Food Resources (New York : Intext Educational Publishers, 1973), p. 11.
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Africa

Africa's food production capabilities, though they have risen
in recent years, have not lessened the danger of famine on that
continent. Witness the Biafran tragedy, and the recent drought in
sub-Saharan Africa which is responsible for famine, widespread
crop failure, and livestock losses of up to 50 % in some affected
areas. The effect of these calamities will be felt on the African
continent for years. There is little that can be done to remedy the
present situation; the best that can be hoped for is that the drought
will not happen again. Education and technological assistance for
the farmers of Africa are badly needed.
Agricultral Systems

Most systems of agricultural production are largely the product
of an evolutionary process. They have derived their natures from
the environmental as well as the social conditions. Thus a certain
crop may be predominant in several widely scattered areas where the
climate is similar, but the methods of growing and harvesting differ
widely according to social, cultural, and technological conditions.
In most of the world, only enough food to feed the farmer and
his family is raised on each farm . Knowledge about increasing yields
is nearly nonexistent; large amounts of manual labor are expended.
Increasing crop yields in these areas may be difficult because of
impaired access to information and the low income level of the
farmers, with their accompanying inability to purchase the means by
which to improve their production.
In the developed countries, farming has risen to the commercial
level because of great inputs of outside energy. People still tend to
think that " all food comes from current photosynthesis alone."3
Much of our food, however, comes from photosynthesis that occurred
millions of years ago. When the farmer becomes a part of the
industrial system, he acquires partners in the city-partners who
build his tractors for him, who refine his oil for him, and without
whose help the farmer would not be able to maintain the yields he
now coaxes from the land.
In any analysis of food production, care must be taken to
remember that producing large enough quantities of food to feed the
growing numbers of people is not the only concern. The food produced must also be nutritive, appealing, and harmful to none of the
3H . Nicol, "Facts about Food Supplies," Food Technology 14:sup 4-6Mar. (1960) .
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world's ecosystems. We have the capability to put more food into
the bellies of the world than there is now. Increased production is
just one of the ways to do so. The race is between "what can be
done and what will be done. '" We can do much.
WORLD POPULATION

Food is produced according to the demands of the consumers.
It would therefore be appropriate to discuss the mathematics of
consumers.
Today, the world's population stands at about 4 billion people.
It is estimated that an additional 75 million new people are added
to the world's population each year. That is approximately 700 tons
of human flesh per day. In the United States alone, the population
grows at the rate of about 100,000 per month . In most cases, the
increase in population is spread out over a large area, but with
the " shrinking" of the world due to television , radio, and jet transport, the effects of additions to population anywhere may soon be felt
throughout the world with as much force as must have occurred in a
place such as Warren, Michigan, which was transformed from a
village of 727 people in 1950 to a city of 179,000 people in 1970.
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, long a gadfly on the issue of population, likened
the opinion that overpopulation was the problem only to the countries
that have it to a man who tells hi s comrades, "your end of the boat
is sinking."
Through the Looking

Glass

Let us imagine a man in the position of an Alice-in-Wonderland
type of figure. Suppose he finds a cake with a note on it that says,
"Eat me, and grow larger." And our man eats the cake, and with
every bite he takes, he does indeed grow larger. When he begins
eating the cake, it is many times larger than he is, and once every
minute it increases by 100 % of its original size. Thus, in the second
minute the cake would be twice its original size, and the next, three
times, and so on.
But, in our story, with every succeeding bite, the man doubles
his size. It is easy to see, then, that the man eating the cake will
grow much larger than the cake in a very short time, unless he eats
extremely slowly ; and, since he will have a larger mouth each time
4Quentin West, "World Food Needs," USDA Economic R esearch Service
93.2: F 73 / 4 (Feb. 16, 1966) .
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he takes another bite, it will not be too long before he gobbles
the whole cake in one huge bite. If the cake were the only food
the man had , it is quite possible that he might die from starvation.
This, in a very simplified form , is what the Reverend Thomas
Robert MaIthus stated in his famous essay in 1798 entitled, An Essay
on the Principle of Population as it Affects the Future Improvement
of Society. ( Most people who have read anything about the popula- tion problem invariably run into repeated reference to the Reverend.
He proclaimed that population had the vital capacity to grow at a
geometric rate, while the food supply could only increase arithmetically. )
He also postulated that the greater the food supply, the more
children people would have. Support of this premise led to William
Pitt's withdrawal of support from a poor-relief bill in England,
on the grounds that the poor would only increase their numbers
if given a better life; and their increased numbers would lead to
increased poverty and misery a few years hence.
This kind of zealous and misguided application of Malthus'
theories led to much abuse being heaped upon the poor parson's
head. The poet Shelley believed Malthus himself to be partly
responsible for the plight of the poor. "For my part," he sneered,
"I had rather be damned with Plato and Lord Bacon than go to
Heaven with Paley and Malthus."
For all the ill words and persecution that Malthus has received,
it can hardly be debated that what he said about population and
food is fundamentally true in the world as we know it. Many of
those who are opposed to Maithus' theories point to the new
greater yields of crops and the greater productivity since the advent
of massive transfusions of energy in the form of fossil fuel. They
point to these and speculate that there are new technological
advances waiting in the wings that will raise man's productivity
and efficiency to heretofore unheard-of levels-that there is nothing
to worry about.
However, such utopian dreams are not the world we live in .
While the possibility of new technological advancements that might
free us from the population quandary exists, the probability is still
in doubt.
We should not become so dependent on technology that we
let it do our thinking for us. We cannot safely say, "Technology
will think of something." In the world as we know it, population is
growing, in accordance with Malthus' theories, much faster than
our ability to provide for it.
-17-

Elbow to Elbow

The effects of living in overcrowded conditions are welldocumented by studies on laboratory rats. They exhibit signs of
aggression , aberrant sexual behavior, and an apparent insensibility
to the other inhabitants' presence. Whether the human exhibits these
symptoms in extreme crowding is a moot point. Almost all humans
experience some form of social claustrophobia at one time or
another, and for most of them, it is an experience so unpleasant
that they do as much as they possibly can to avoid it.
The Bomb Detonated

The Reverend Malthus' theories concerning population have
been termed "gloomy." They are, only inasmuch as the consequence
of disobeying the inviolable laws of nature are gloomy. They are
melancholy and drear only so far as the future looks melancholy
and drear to any people who choose to defy those laws.
It would seem that the Reverend Malthus' ideas are about to
come of age. It seems inevitable that, given the continued growth
of the earth's population, a catastrophe, born either of excessive
waste, insufficient food, or psychological and social states such as
widespread aggressive psychoses and war, will issue its terrible cry
from the cradle. It may be, indeed, that the world will not end
with a bang but a whimper-the whimper of an infant.
Perhaps, as some have suggested, some inborn mammalian
mechanism will keep us from reaching the critical point where a
vast majority of our population starves to death. However, that
mechanism, if it exists, did not save the millions that died in famines
not even as long ago as our grandmothers were born.
Population is a problem that we cannot longer afford to ignore,
for it is the mother of all the afflictions that now plague us: hunger,
pollution, energy shortages, environmental havoc, and poverty. We
must address ourselves to it with a grim determination of purpose
if we are to survive. For in the baby boom that threatens us all,
ignorance is the father and inaction the midwife.
WORLD NUTRITION

Hunger is misery to bear; the diseases caused by hunger are
anguish to behold. Many can identify, after two and a half millenia,
with the Hebrew prophet Jeremiah's lament: "Why then has the
health of the daughter of my people not been restored?" But to us
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in the affluent countries the cries of the starving are distant and pale
echoes. Their horror is not loud in our dreams like it is in the
homes of India or China, because it is not the daughter of our people
who is ill from malnutrition.
But, ready or not, we are approaching a time when the "global
village" will be an inescapable reality. The world is a system in
which all of the components perform dynamic and integrated tasks .
We are realizing more about systems themselves - particularly
their need for balance. Just as our realization of the imbalance we
were creating in the ecological system caused a flurry of corrective
activity for practical as well as aesthetic reasons, so we must realize
the practicality and wisdom of achieving a systemic balance in the
affairs of man .
The overstuffed millions on one end of the scale and the starved
and poorly nourished billions on the other end do not constitute
a balance.
Ecology of Food, Nutrition, and Health

In Ghana, a child dies; the cause of death is listed as measles.
In America, a child with measles is kept in bed for a week or so,
experiencing minor discomfort, but in no way near death. Is there
a particularly deadly strain of measles in Ghana? No, the child in
Ghana simply did not receive enough food or enough nutrients from
his food to resist the attack of disease. Children in underdeveloped
countries often die from diseases that are considered to be no more
than nuisances of childhood in the developed countries: whooping
cough, croup, diarrhea, and measles.
Not only do disease and hunger work synergistically (that is,
they produce between them more damage than would be expected
from a combination of their individual effects), they also may introduce each other. Malnutrition lowers a person's resistance to disease,
and illness may precipitate malnutrition.
Food Lattice

If a person gets too little nutritional input, there is ample
evidence that his physical and mental competency and performance
are severely hampered. If he gets too much, equally compelling
evidence indicates that he may fall victim to a number of characteristic diseases, most notably cardio-vascular diseases. On the
one hand, the system is robbed of the strength and acuity of a mind
that could be applied to improving the system and furthering its
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survival; and on the other hand, it is deprived of the continuing
momentum and direction of one of its members who has the most
resources at his disposal.
It is therefore necessary that certain levels of dietary intake
that are neither too high nor too low be established and met. Most
present nutritional recommendations for daily intake are made on
the basis of a statistical averaging process which sometimes does not
take into account the many variations among people in weight,
height, physical activity, age, sex, pregnancy, lactation, and other
characteristics. It is important that these individual variances be recognized and dealt with; nutrition takes place on the individual level.
Applied research may somehow equalize and lower nutritional
requirements. There exists, for instance, a tribe in New Guinea
whose members can apparently survive with no ill effects on about
half of the protein we consider to be normally required. It is hypothesized that their intestinal flora are somehow different from ours,
allowing greater utilization of the protein in their diet. If, in a stretch
of the imagination that we should perhaps not allow ourselves, we
could somehow introduce this different flora into our own bodies, the
world food problem would be considerably reduced in seriousness.
However, this is mere speculation, and should be left to research
scientists.
Certainly the nature of the nutritional diseases that can occur,
from either under- or overnourishment must be thoroughly defined.
Only then can we have an idea of the cultural, legal, and international directions we must take to prevent the disease.
Dust from the Ground

Man's existence depends primarily on the interaction of a set of
complex nutrients. Though no nutrient can be said to be the most
essential for human life (for if you are, for example, not getting
any iron at all in your diet, it will not help you to have optimum
supplies of all the rest of the nutrients) , protein can be said to be the
most needed in the world at this time.
Protein Sicknesses

Protein is a nutrient of building and repair. Every time a
human engages in physical activity, a certain amount of cellular
destruction takes place. This "wear and tear" on the body can be
sustained if the body is receiving an adequate amount of protein.
Otherwise, the body will progressively weaken , with belly distended
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and spindly legs and the body becomes more susceptible to disease
and infection . Protein malnutrition can be either the result of
poor quality or an incomplete supply of food. When there is an
inadequate supply of food , a protein-calorie malnutrition usually
results.
Kwashiorkor. The disease that results from protein malnutrition
alone is called kwashiorkor, a word from an African dialect that
means "the displaced child" (since it is usually contracted when a
second child's birth causes the first one to be weaned from his
mother's milk to a diet that is deficient in many nutrients, but most
notably protein) .
Children suffering from kwashiorkor exhibit edema, a swelling
of tissues due to increased fluid content, and a rash that makes
the child's skin appear like a crazy quilt, or as if someone had
liberally sprinkled acid on his skin. Hair loss and depigmentation
are also frequent symptoms ; and diarrhea is common, which can
fatally exhaust and dehydrate the infant.
Marasmus. Kwashiorkor's deadly sister is the protein-calorie
malnutrition known as marasmus, a word that means "the wasting
away." Whereas kwashiorkor's outward signs do not remind one of
starvation in the classical sense, marasmus' do. The body becomes
wasted, looking as if it were composed only of twigs. The head
seems abnormally large because of the deterioration of the rest of
the body, and the face shows a look of bewildered terror.
It is estimated that at least a third and perhaps half of the
people on earth suffer from caloric undernutrition. The most seriously affected surely are those who must not only maintain their
bodies, but must also allow for growth as well. Included in this
group are not only children and infants, but expectant and lactating
mothers.
Add for this group of persons an increased susceptibility to
infection and disease, and the villain of protein-calorie malnutrition
is revealed in all its evil-choosing those whose ability to protect
themselves is most limited.
Protein and protein-calorie malnutrition are not just limited to
the developing countries. Even in the United States the most severe
of malnutrition diseases exist, especially among the traditionally lowincome groups - blacks, Chicanos, and Indians.
The quality of the protein that is ingested is of paramount
importance. The amino acids must be in the proper combination to
be utilized by the body. Furthermore, the body appears to attack
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individual proteins at different rates. If a protein with a lower
biological value is more readily digestible, the net benefit of a meal
will be less than the estimate obtained by considering only the level
of the most abundant protein contained in the food, since the body
discriminates only according to availability, not value. Eggs are
highest in this available protein, and meat products are generally
higher and of better quality in it than vegetables.
Protein as Pill

We have focused on increased protein production as a major
answer to our food problem. But there is evidence that it is not only
useful in the prevention of such nutritional diseases as marasmus
and kwashiorkor; it is also apparently effective against the most
perilous of twentieth-century diseases, overpopulation.
Slonaker, in a series of experiments in the Twenties, found a
correlation between protein intake and sterility in rats. When male
rats were given a diet that contained 10% protein, their sterility
rate was 5 % and the size of litters decreased. As the protein
content in their diets increased, Slonaker discovered, so did the
sterility rate. If the protein content was raised 1 ~ % , the sterility
rate of the rats was 22 % ; and if the protein ratio was further
increased to 22%, there was a 40 % incidence of sterility. The
female rats compared exhibited a 3B % sterility level when their
diet contained 22 % protein.5 In other words, by doubling protein
content in the diet, fertility rate was cut in half. Obviously, better
and more nutritious diets produced stronger and fewer offspring.
As further evidence, Josue de Castro notes that the countries
with the highest (over 45/ 1000 population) birth rates (Formosa,
India, Malay States) have correspondingly low (4 to 5 g./day) pro5J. R. Slonaker, "The Effects of Copulation, Pregnancy, Pseudopregnancy, and Lactation on the Voluntary Activity and Food Consumption of the
Albino Rat," American Journal oj Physiology 71 :362-394 (1924) ; "Effects of
Different Amounts of Sexual Indulgence in the Albino Rat," American Journal
oj Physiology 83:302-308 (1927-28); "The Effects of Different Per Cents of
Protein in the Diet in Successive Generations," American Journal oj Physiology
123:526-542 (1938); "The Effects of Different Per Cents of Protein in the
Diet-I, Growth," American Journal oj Physiology 96:547-556 and "II, Spontaneous Activity," 557-561 (1931); "The Effects of Different Per Cents of
Protein in the Diet-III, Intake and Expenditure of Energy," American Journal
oj Physiology 97:15-21 (1931); "IV, Reproduction," 322-328 (1931) ; "V, The
Offspring," 573-580, "VI, Weight of Mothers During Gestation and Lactation,"
626-634 (1931) ; "The Effects of Different Per Cents of Protein in the DietVII, Life Span and Cause of Death," American Journal oj Physiology 98 :266275 (1931) .
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tein intakes, and the countries with the lowest (15/ I 000 population)
birth rates Sweden, the U.S. , Australia) have the highest (over
60 g. / day) protein intakes. G Though the protein/ population connection remains largely hypothetical, and the evidence mostly circumstantial, it nonetheless deserves further investigation .
Protein as Peace
The protein-hungry peoples of the earth, as shown in various
studies of differing diets in areas of close geographical proximity,
are shorter in stature, possess less stamina, weigh less, and show
an increased susceptibility to infectious diseases. They may also
exhibit aggression, social disorder, and instability. Bids by hungry
nations to improve their meager diets may even take the form of
imperialistic aggression and war. The late Professor de Castro suggested that a large part of Japan's motivation in World War II was
due to a desire to expand their supply of available food. 7 This
hypothesis leads to some very frightening possibilities, given the
number of hungry nations that have entered or have the capability
to enter the nuclear circle. In the light of these possibilities, the
importance of eradicating hunger throughout the world should be
apparent to us all.
Mineral Sicknesses
Anemia. Anemia is a deficiency of mineral elements in the body.
Anemias generally affect the blood. Hemoglobin, the carrier of
oxygen to the tissues and carbon dioxide from them, is affected by
iron anemia. When a person is seriously anemic from a lack of iron
in his body, his cells are literally suffocating: they cannot get the
oxygen they need. The person who has anemia appears pale and is
weak. The quickness with which color returns to the skin under the
fingernails after squeezing is a good indicator of whether anemia is
present or not.
Anemia is not only precipitated by lack of iron, though that
is the most common cause. Other anemias can result from want of
6Josue De Castro, Th e Geography oj Hunger (Boston: Little, Brown,
and Co., 1952) .
7Ibid. , p. 88 . He also mentions earlier in his book the studies by McCay
and later McCarrison on the physical and aggressive differences between rats
raised on the Punjabi diet, which was rich in protein, and varied, and the
Madrassi diet, which was mainly carbohydrates and inadequate in several
nutrients. Those on the Punjabi diet were not only larger, more sleek, and
stronger, they were also more docile.
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zinc, copper, or manganese. Another factor that may contribute
to anemia is the presence of parasites in the body. These parasites
often get first choice of food in the body, and they consume minerals
along with other nutrients until the victim is not only undernourished, but dangerously anemic as well.
Goiter. When a person does not receive enough iodine in his diet.
his thyroid gland swells. This swelling, goiter, is an attempt by the
body to maintain proper thyroid hormone levels. Goiter most commonly occurs in populations far from the sea, since seafood is a
prime source of iodine. The iodization of salt has proved effective
in preventing goiter, but progressively less so as people grow lax
about using iodized salt.
Vitamin Sicknesses

The names of the diseases associated with a lack of vitamins
are well known to us-rickets, beri-beri, scurvy, and pellagra. They
have been mysterious and sinister companions of most of mankind
until only the last few centuries, and even then, they lost only the
designation of mystery. They are still as sinister as ever and the
number of persons that they affect has not significantly diminished
through the years.
Pellagra. Pellagra, perhaps the least known of the vitamindeficiency diseases listed above, stems from a lack of niacin in the
diet. It affects the gastrointestinal tract and causes mental disorders
as well. It is common in countries where corn is a staple because
of the body's inability to utilize the niacin in corn unless the grain
is specially treated beforehand.
Pellagra was also encountered in certain areas where millet
was the staple diet. This crop had niacin that was readily accessible
to the body, but the diets in these areas were found to have an
abundance of leucine, an amino acid that limits the body's ability
to absorb niacin.
Beri-Beri. This exotic-sounding disease is surmised to have been
an effect of the milling of rice, which stripped away a small portion
of the rice grain's hull containing an important source of thiamine.
The addition of a thiamine-containing compound to the rice reduced
the incidence of beri-beri.
Beri-beri has recently gained an additional foothold because
of a new bacteria that has found its way into the human intestinal
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flora from such sources as fish . This bacteria tends to be destructive of thiamine.
Xerophthalmia. Vitamin A deficiency is one of the most common
dietary deficiencies, both in the developed and underdeveloped countries, though its incidence is higher and of greater severity in the
underdeveloped lands. A long-term lack of vitamin A first causes
night-blindness, soon followed by total and permanent blindness.
A physician in Indonesia, where the incidence of xerophthalmia
was common, tells of repeated experiences with treating the disease,
and the terrible realization he so often faced, "that I now could do
nothing more to save the eyesight, remembering that I could have
done so with a few spoonfuls of cod liver oil some days ago."s
Scurvy. Scurvy has become increasingly rare, in both the developed and underdeveloped worlds of late. It is an interesting case
because of its relatively low incidence. Caused by a deficiency in
vitamin C, scurvy received so much attention, and became so widely
recognized both in symptom and in cure, that it has been largely
eradicated. Perhaps its decrease in incidence is because the curative
citrus fruits are so highly recognizable and because they are well
known to prevent scurvy.
Rickets. This disease is characterized by a softening of the bones
due to a deficiency in vitamin D which normally aids in the deposit
of calcium salts in the bones. Though it is not common in the
United States, partly due to the fortification of milk and other foods,
it remains a problem in tropical areas, especially among children .
EI Dorado

Even in the plush rooms of the richest nations, comfort and
health do not reign. The world's 213 population goes to bed hungry,
and the rich I;§ has to depend upon pills to get some sleep. Our
very freedom of choice has betrayed us - for we do not choose
that which is good for us, and, like children newly given the freedom
to choose, we take more than we need, perhaps fearing that the gift
of free choice will be taken from us before we have tasted fully its
sweetness.
And, in many of the developed countries, sweetness is a hallmark of the diet. We eat far more sugar (over 120 pounds per
BH . A. P. C. Oomen. III. "Clinical Experience on Hypervitaminosis A,"
Fed. Proc. (supp. 2, pt. II) 17:111-124 (Sept., 1958). Quoted inA. E. Schaefer
and F. B. Berry, "U.S. Interest in World Nutrition," Pub. Health Rep. Washington 75:677-686 (1960) .
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person per year) than is good for us. Sugar is notorious as a major
contributing factor in dental caries, but clinical evidence has also
linked excessive intake of sugar to certain kinds of heart disease.
Even with all the dental technology and education about oral
disease in this country, dental caries remains the disease with the
highest rate (98% of the U.S. population) of occurrence. The problem is not one of proper knowledge of either prevention or medical
treatment, it is a lack of will on the part of the people to restrict
their intake of sugar.
Pressures of Progress

We in the industrial nations have become accustomed to eating
out quite often. " Moreover, we rarely enjoy a leisurely meal, at least
by the standards of other nations. There is no indication that the
trend toward "grabbing a quick bite" and relying on convenience
foods is going to reverse itself.
Huge corporations vying for our food dollar and trying to
outdo each other in product sensationalism have affected our consumption patterns. Breakfast cereals, for instance, have an extremely
short lifespan. A brand that is twenty years old is considered to be
a veteran of the marketing wars. But such veterans are increasingly
rare. Manufacturers feel compelled constantly to come up with new
products that may result in our eating items ten years from now
which have not yet entered the giddiest of our dreams.
Talk such as this may seem a little premature in a world in
which a majority of the population is hungry, but novelty in foods
is destined to invade other countries as completely as it has stormed
our shores. And when it does, nutritional problems may be compounded.
For instance, Americans suffer from anemia in almost epidemic
proportions. This is not true in many underdeveloped lands, for the
simple reason that iron is still used for cookware in these "lessdeveloped" areas. In the United States, stainless steel, with its shiny
appearance and ease of cleaning, has virtually replaced iron in pots
and pans. Where iron-ware is used, some of the iron in the pot or
pan oxidizes and is absorbed into the food . This provides an adequate supply of the valuable trace material. But stainless steel undergoes no such oxidation, and because of that many families in the
U.S. have an iron-deficient diet.
0Charles Sherck, an executive at Pillsbury, says 30% of our food dollar
is spent on food services. From "Changes in Food Consumption Patterns,"
Food Technology 25:914-915 (1971) .
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If an individual is to realize his full potential, he must be
healthy. Nutritional guidelines should be established, and a great
effort should be made to help people throughout the world meet
them. As the late President John F. Kennedy said, "Those who do
nothing are inviting shame as well as violence. Those who act boldly
are recognizing right as well as reality."
The Material World

Many people in the developed countries find it difficult to
restrict their intake of any of the foods they like to eat. Thus, we
are faced with a curious and maddening global paradox: while a
great part of the world population lives in the shadow of starvation,
their eyes staring blankly because they no longer have the energy
to do anything but stare, a sizeable percent of the other part of the
world lives in danger of heart attack from eating too much.
It has been said that 'inside every fat man is a thin one trying
to get out." It may also be said that inside every fat man is a healthy
man trying- to get out. For obesity is a causal factor in a wide
spectrum of diseases, most especially those that affect the heart.
The best simple method of determining obesity is not merely by
weight alone, since that does not take into account variances in
skeletal structure; a more reliable method is to examine the thickness
of a fold of skin, especially on the triceps.
Overnutrition does not always result in obesity, though that
is its most obvious manifestation . There are also diseases known
as hypervitaminoses that result from the excessive intake of vitamins.
This condition most commonly occurs with vitamins A and D
(and also vitamins K and E, though less study has been done on
them) .
Hypervitaminosis A results in headache, vomiting, stupor, and
vertigo (a feeling of extreme dizziness and imbalance) . Hypervitaminosis 0 manifests itself through such conditions as nausea, loss
of appetite, vomiting, fatigue, drowsiness, and diarrhea. Damage to
the cardiovascular system has also been reported . Hypervitaminoses
are serious threats to world nutritional health in a future world of
plenty.
The correct way to approach the problem of obesity and overnutrition is not to seek to visit shame upon those who have this
problem. It is not a problem to be laughed at or ridiculed, for it is
bred of the nature of the industrial age in particular, and affluence in
general.
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What will man do when he has the freedom to provide himself
with all he needs and more? Will he succumb to some form of
decidedly natural desire to have as much as he can? Or will the
abundance of material goods cause something akin to a quantum
leap in his moral state, so that he no longer even has to grapple
with the problems of gluttony and greed?
In short, will man be able to satisfy his real appetite while
ignoring his apparent insatiable one? The future health of the world
may depend on the answer to that question .
OBSTACLES TO INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION
AND UNIVERSAL NUTRITION

We have a long road to travel before we reach any kind of
nutritional security. Why is this so when there seems to be farmland
in abundance, when there is even good land in the United States that
lies idle, un worked? Why can't the developing countries improve
themselves as we did? Certainly with all the modern technology
available, nutrition for all cannot be that serious a proble~. Or can
it? What are the problems we face?
Draft Animals

There is, of course, the problem of energy in the production
of more crops. The substitution of tractors for oxen and horses has
become irrevocable, for the world's population has kept abreast of
her technology - to reverse ourselves now would be, as Alvin
Toffler says, "not only stupid but immoral. " 'O Realizing that we
cannot turn back, we must also realize that we have to change the
direction in which we are moving forward . For example, in China,
Chairman Mao halted "intense urbanization ." Consequently, over
20 million people were forced to return from the cities to the land.
This change in direction is perhaps the key to China's apparent
success in feeding her millions. We are rapidly running out of the
fuel with which to power our agriculture. Alternate and inexpensive
forms of fuel must be found. There seems to be a glimmer of hope
that this will be accomplished. There is ample coal in the world,
if we are willing to expend the money necessary to develop this
resource; the prospects of solar energy, nuclear energy, and other
more novel forms such as hydrogen and methane are appealing.
l OAlvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York: Random House, 1970), p. 379.
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It is the cost, and the presumed unwillingness of the people to
underwrite that cost until the investment starts showing returns
(a time period which could conceivably run into the decades), that
is the prohibitive factor in such ventures.
Food for the Food

To get higher yields, we must inject higher amounts of energy
into the soil. Our dependence upon fertilizer is becoming a problem
to us as fertilizers become more costly and the materials with which
to make them , especially phosphorus, become less easy to obtain.
There is also the problem of increasing pollution of the water that
must be reckoned with. As the fertilizers drain off the land or percolate through the soil , they eventually reach lakes and rivers where
they stimulate the growth of algae. The growth of algae on such a
large scale depletes the oxygen supply, which in turn kills off the
fish population of that body of water.
Water itself may turn out to be a distressing problem for the
future of world food production. In addition to its poIIution by
various sources, it wiII become increasingly difficult in the years to
come to obtain water of any kind in the amounts that we will need.
Some Soviet proposals outline plans to divert the course of several
of their rivers in order to bring water to their farmlands. Whether
such projects are economicaIIy feasible is a matter of question;
whether they are ecologically feasible is a matter that requires diligent
study and honest reporting.
People Problems

In order not to beat a dead horse too thoroughly, suffice it to
say but one more time that there are too many people in the world.
It has been said so many times and in so many ways that it is hard
to believe that great numbers of people still do not believe it.
In addition, as we have noted, people must be persuaded to
eat what is produced, and to eat proper and balanced portions of
what is produced. Our concern with protein is well founded - we
must find new and better sources of it if the world is ever to be
healthy. The world's social and economic machinery should be
geared to providing the people of the world with adequate diets
by means of improved production, enlightened consumption patterns,
effective storage, processing, marketing policies, and a strict policy
of population planning and control.
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How Do We Get There?

If man is to realize the nobility he has been promising himself
for millenia, he will have to conquer the problems of hunger and
malnutrition . "Ability," said Arnold Toynbee, the noted historian,
"is the only capital that mankind has ever had or ever will have.'" 1
We have the ability to solve all of the problems mentioned above.
Whether we do so is a matter that the future and our determination
will decide.
Modern man , by the large, sees himself as a helpless pawn
in a great societal game played by the "big bosses." But the sad
truth is, that the "big bosses" are no more in control than we are.
That does not mean that we are astride a huge wild horse of technology, and that it is only a matter of time before it throws us
painfully to the ground. It does mean that no one has taken the
time to plan just where this behemoth should go. Admiral Hyman
Rickover once said, "unfortunately, there is a tendency in contemporary thinking to ascribe to technology a momentum of its own,
placing it beyond human direction and restraint." ' "
It is indeed an unfortunate tendency, for we have the potential,
if not yet the current reality, of being in complete control of all of
our creations. Hunger today is a misery wrought by man's own
hand; and if it can be made by him, it can be by him unmade. For
the whole history of mankind, humans have dreamt of freedom from
hunger. Now that it is within their power to accomplish, they seem
bent on throwing the power away.
Science: Ethos, Pathos, and Promise

Science, many say, has betrayed us. While providing material
goods in tremendous abundance, she has stretched the laws of nature
so that the populations have grown to unmanageable and dangerous
proportions. Science is indirectly, they say, the cause of the energy
crises, pollution, and a general lessening in the quality of life. But
is this so?
Science is a product of men, and therefore not infallible. We
have perhaps relied too much on science; we have perhaps seen it
"Arnold Toynbee, "Man and Hunger: The Perspectives of History,"
Food Technology 18:990-993 (July, 1964) .
12Rickover's statement was made before a meeting of the Royal National
Foundation in Athens. Quoted in "Man-an Endangered Species?" U.S. Department of the Interior Conservation Yearbook, No. 4 (Washington, D .C.:
U .S. Government Printing Office, 1968) , p. 11.
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as a panacea for all our ills, from social to educational to biological.
We have unjustly blamed science for misapplications made in her
name; we have told science, in effect, "You have brought us out in
this wilderness to kill this whole assembly with hunger" (Ex. 16:3) .
The problem is not with science, it is with the application of science.
People tend to adopt anything new that science and technology offer
them, without a thought as to its long-range effects. But we can
no longer afford such irresponsibility. Someone must examine for us
the implications of progress. "We must stop being afraid," says
Toffler in his extraordinary book, Future Shock, " to exert systematic
social control over technology."' "
The hunger problem is largely not a problem of lack of invention, but lack of application. We have all the necessary tools within
ready reach. All we need do is willfully and carefully make use of
them. We should realize our tools' potential for harm, but at the
same time, we should realize their beneficial aspects.
Economics and Politics of Hunger
Two Worlds. In our century" the world has been demarcated
not so much according to political differences as economic differences. The earth has been separated into the "poor" and the "rich"
nations. Even though the rich world expresses hope and avoids
condescension by calling the poor world "underdeveloped," "undeveloped," or "emerging," the fact remains that no matter what the
potential, the poor countries cannot afford today to feed and clothe
adequately their own peoples.
As a sterling example of the disparity between the rich and the
poor nations of the earth, consider that the five million people in
Mali created a gross national product of only 313 million dollars in
1971. In the same year, approximately the same number of people in Switzerland, living on an area of land only a quarter the
size of Mali, achieved a figure of 26 billion dollars. Per capita,
Switzerland's GNP was 4,000 dollars. Mali's was only $60, about
the amount a sophisticated couple in Geneva .or Zurich could very
easily spend in one evening.
What is Needed? The problem is how to help the poor develop
a national self-sufficiency and moderate wealth. It is clear at least
what the tool for the job must be: industry seems to be the way to
a growing economy.
13Toffler, p. 390.
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It is recognized that for an industry to be truly effective, it must
spring from the need and resources of the natural environment and
the people. The economy must lock in tightly to the whole nation the people, the land, the climate, and the government.
Most economists agree that industry grows through an initial
investment, plus a re-investment of additional monies for the purpose
of expansion and development.
However, in the first place, the poor countries do not have
great amounts of excess capital to subsidize the starting of a new
industry. In the second place, the poor do not have the resources
to undertake the kind of national savings and re-investment program
needed to achieve growth. The people in the less-developed countries
are, for the most part, living at a bare subsistence level now. It is an
added hardship to their already difficult lives to have their incomes
cut back to provide savings in order to collectively invest in the
growth of an industry.
The poorer countries are progressing, however. They are progressing at a rate the developed countries never knew in the childhood of their industrial revolution . But, while the underdeveloped
countries are making such giant strides, the industrialized countries
are moving at an even more blinding rate, so that the developing
countries continue to lose ground. The undeveloped countries do
not yet have the amazing capacity for change that the developed
countries possess. Much of what they make is rendered obsolete
by technological innovation or replaced by a synthetic invented in
the technological countries. It seems, in Lenin's words, as if poorer
countries are continually moving two steps forward and one step
backward.
Keep it Running . Essential to the growth and expansion of industry after its establishment is an adequate amount of capital to re-invest
in the industry. The industrial nations acquired their capital in the
early nineteenth century through what was, as Karl Marx called it,
an exploitation of the working class by the owners - an "enforced"
savings program. The savings were invested again and again, and
the industry grew.
The underdeveloped nations of today realize the investment of
savings taken from profits to be perhaps the most expedient method
of developing an industry, but they also realize the harshness of
such methods. The "saving" can be done either by the government
or by a group of wealthy landowners. Either way, no popularity
prizes will be handed out. The only other alternative to such
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methods, as Lady Barbara Ward Jackson notes, is massive foreign
aid, about I % of the total GNP, from wealthy nations, which must
be invested and re-invested to create capital for the development
of these nations.
Gold from Abroad. When a developing nation looks for impetus
to growth, its eyes inevitably come to rest on one or the other of
the superpowers - the U.S. or the U.S.S.R. The offers of financial
aid are lucrative - but the package is tied with political ribbons
and bows. A country wishing neutrality and individuality in the Cold
War had better not ask either of these countries for economic aid.
The political pressures are great - couple them with fierce
national pride, foreign supplied armaments, and a desire for equality,
and the mixture could be explosive. It is interesting to note that in
the period 1945-72, of the nearly 150 billion dollars extended in
foreign aid by the United States, about half of it was in the form of
military aid. Will the developing nations, not satisfied with economic
sovereignty, insist on military superiority over their neighbors? Will
the superpowers play the part of the Krupps, furnishing them supplies
to build their own Pentagons and atom bombs?
There is an alternative, however, to having to turn to one of
the superpowers for economic aid. The World Bank, an arm of the
United Nations, provides long-term loans to be used for the development of underdeveloped nations.
Where to Now? If we assume that the developing nations do
obtain the necessary means to vitalize their economies, we might ask
in what direction they will choose to go. Or, we might inquire,
are they even given a choice? Change is swooping down on us with
the speed of a Valkyrie. The poorer countries have scarcely enough
time to choose a path, and so they are oftentimes by necessity driven
to mere mimicry.
It is folly to simply deposit a component, e.g. , a factory,
somewhere without its accompanying system (in this case storage,
handling, processing, marketing, management, etc. ). The introduction of such a system into a society that previously did not have it
and was perhaps unaware of its existence requires a quantum energy
leap in the surrounding environment. The cultural and social systems
must adjust to the introduction of a technological system. This does
not necessarily mean chaos, but it does warrant care and consideration.
Just as we try to conserve our natural resources, to protect
those species of plants and animals that are in danger of being
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lost forever, so should we try to save everything we can of peculiarly
national genius. We cannot let the gifts that other lands have to
give us, secrets they have to tell us, become so Westernized as to
become meaningless. Countries that may not match us in technology
have cultures built of a separate environment and history, minted
by the interaction of specific men with specific types of nature . We
would be fool s to discount their importance.
This is not, however, to suggest that we should forget that the
eradication of misery and hunger is our primary objective. The
establishment of a comfortable and secure life must be accomplished
quickly if it is to be done at all. However, care must be taken that
we do not substitute one hunger for another, or one deprivation for
another.
The Other Side of the Coin. Assuming that the poorer nations do,
by some means, someday find the capabilities they now so desperately need , and that they become moderately wealthy, a curious
problem presents itself to the Western, and especially the American ,
world-view. Our formidable task will be to recognize that other
countries can be rich, too.
As other countries grow richer, they will begin (as the Arab
countries with their oil dollars already have) to look for places
outside their own countries where they can invest that promise a
sizable return. Many eyes have fallen on America, and many more
will in the future, as a land with great potential.
When the large foreign investors begin pouring their money
into the U.S., buying banks, hotels, shopping centers, or just land,
the citizens of the United States will have to come to terms with
the actuality of foreign interests owning a part of America. Though
American companies and individuals have long made huge investments overseas, it will be something of a psychological shock to
most Americans to realize that the bank they put their savings in
is owned by a Saudi Arabian whose name they can scarcely pronounce and whose home is in another country.
The Shell Thins. We are living on a slightly egg-shaped world
whose shell grows thinner by the minute. By jet, we are a short
walk's distance from each other; by telephone, we are at arm's length;
given the proliferation of nuclear weapons on the earth, we are no
farther than a heartbeat.
We can no longer consider isolation. We can no longer consider
anything that happens anywhere on earth not to affect us . We are
part and parcel of it, and as the most powerful of nations, we must
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take care to see that political expediency does not obstruct morality.
That the Soviet Union and the U.S. are becoming warmer toward
each other is a good sign; perhaps someday they will hear the most
important of sounds - the cries of the hungry and poor.
The governments of the hungry and poor will face hard times
in the days to come. Only exceptional leadership can implement
the long-range plans that will be necessary for the complete development of the nations. There will almost surely be upheavals in
many nations, for leaders that can move people willingly to sacrifice
for future benefits they cannot yet see are rare.
We, in the "developed" countries, must have patience, remembering our own growing pains, and reflecting that the poor countries
today have far less time to achieve their goals than we did.
The world is in dynamic flux; tomorrow it will be different
than today; next week , we will hardly recognize the present. We
must plan, and recognize the subtle implications of the things we do,
if the future is not to overwhelm us.
Sociology of Hunger
Urbanization: The Employment Mirage. The poor continue to
flood into the cities. They hear the gleaming metropolis crying out,
"Give me your hungry," and they are encouraged: there will certainly
be a better life in the cities. The farms are crowded; there is not
enough land to grow the vegetables and grains so desperately needed.
In the spring they come to the cities, in the hungry time before the
first harvests, when there is no food in the cupboards or cellars.
But they find only squalor in the cities. Few jobs are to be had
by those who have had little education. They are forced to live in
shanty towns, places where a house consists perhaps of wood stolen
from a billboard somewhere, and a corrugated tin roof, if they are
lucky.
In these shanty towns, more often than not, sanitation of any
kind is lacking. There is little sunlight or fresh air. Smog and filth
from chimneys of industrial plants choke them. The children suffer
the most; as in rural life, the children get last chance at everything,
most importantly food . If the mother should be lucky enough to get
a job, oftentimes breast-feeding is abandoned because of the time
factor. The child is forced to eat prepared substitutes, which are
often prepared in an unsanitary way, and are many times neglectful
of the nutritional needs of the youngster. Even the "uncertainty
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and anxiety" of a move to the city can reportedly cause lactational
malfunction, resulting in the same substitution. H
The former peasant is understandably greatly confused about
his place in the city. As Gunnar Myrdal correctly observes, "Refugees
from agriculture in the miserable slums of the cities are not really
integrated into the urban community." He has nowhere, no one to
turn to; he is faced with a plethora of decisions for which he has
no reference basis in past experience. He came expecting a land
of gold and plenty, where the music of joyous children was heard.
where culture ruled triumphant and milk and honey flowed in the
fountains. No wonder he feels, as he realizes that those aspects of
the city are as distant, perhaps even more distant, than they were
on the farm, like the Hebrew prophet Isaiah, said, "Thy holy
cities have become a wilderness" (Is. 64: 10).
The urban immigrant is frustrated and angered. His feelings
are not improved by the gnawing at his stomach, or by the tiredness
and soreness of his body, nor by his sickness. Coming from the
varied, though sporadic, diet of the farmlands, he must now subsist
on a monotonous diet often just as sporadic, and nutritionally
deficient in one or more necessary substances.
Rumblings of Many Bellies Heard. It is rare, according to
most authorities, for outright starvation to precipitate violence or
social upheaval, but such is not believed to be the case for malnutrition or hunger. In starvation, generally, the people are too wasted
by the ravages of hunger to escape a kind of weakened lethargy.
The Nobel Laureate Knut Hamsun, in his novel, Hunger, described
this languor due to near starvation: "I had become too feeble to steer
or guide myself, so to speak, where I wanted to go; a cloud of tiny
vermin had forced its way inside me apd eaten me out hollow." '"
The people simply do not have exorbitant amounts of energy to
expend in such cases; according to clinical evidence, "among the
earlier signs of calorie deficiency is the cessation of spontaneous
activity." ' 6
However, where hunger and malnutrition exist, but have not
brought the people to death's doorstep, where lack of food is a
14Derrick B. Jellife and E. F. Patrice Jellife, "The Urban Avalanche and
Child Nutrition," Journal of the American Dietetic Association 57: 111-113,
114-118 (Feb ., 1970).
15Knut Hamsun, HUllger, trans. by Robert Bly (New York: Farrar
Strauss and Giroux, 1967).
16R. M. Kark, "Food and Hunger in a World of Turmoil," World Review oj Nutritioll alld Dietetics 6:1-18 (1966) .
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constant dull pain, then there is the very real possibility of such
things as "hunger riots" occurring. Most people intrinsically believe
that, as Josue de Castro said, hunger "always implies society's guilt."';
Societal Planning. The local governments must be prepared to
confront these spontaneous outbursts of frustration. Too often,
though, the fabric of the rest of society is caught in the same confusion and loss of direction as the urban immigrants. Why not limit
immigration into cities? Why not keep !he people on the farm?
As it is, the labor force on the farms is too large. Given the increasingly regular increments of technological advancement, fewer
workers are needed in an industry for which more and more hands
are constantly available. Moreover this rise in labor force in agriculture gives subsequent rise to subsistence farming, with less chance
for the development of commercial farming, for such a rise has
"an inherent tendency to increase fragmentation of land holdings.""
We are caught in a sociological bind. For one segment of
interest in society, the migration from farm to city is desirable.
It will make possible the consolidation of farms , thereby providing
more food for the people as a whole. Yet the cities are already
overcrowded, filthy, and psychologically unbearable. To add thousands of new problems each week is to deny solutions to anyone of
the existing problems.
Yet there are those social planners who do not look to the
roots of what is happening, but only to the symptoms. It is interesting to note here than even in countries where food is plentiful and
abundant, many go to bed hungry. It would seem, therefore, that
something is amiss in the distribution of the available goods. Yet
the social aid programs in most parts of the world continue to
rely on structures that are not equipped to cope with the problems of newly arrived immigrants to the cities, or those of the
poor already in the cities. One is reminded of George Santayana's
definition of fanaticism as consisting of "redoubling your efforts
when you have forgotten your aim."
The disgraceful state of hunger and poverty in the United States
was brought to the attention of the American people, not by nutritionists and professionals, but by the Southern Christian Leadership

"Josue de Castro, The Geography of Hunger (Boston: Little, Brown,
and Co., 1952) .
18Gunnar Myrdal, "Political, Sociological, and Economic Aspects of
Food Production Problems," International Congress of Food Science and Technology Proceedings 3D :7-11 (1970) . Pub. 1971) .
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Conference, led by Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. By dedicating themselves to bettering the life of blacks, the Reverend and
his followers created a new climate of concern about many of our
urban and educational problems and above all poverty in America.
The Nobel Committee recognized this contribution and awarded him
with the Nobel Peace Prize.
Power of the Poor. Just as the affluent nations cannot, in
a shrinking world , ignore the plight of those countries stricken
with poverty, neither can the affluent in any country ignore the
plight of the poor in their own country. Martin Luther King stated
that "we are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in
a single garment of destiny."1 9 The poor have the power to pull
down the palaces of the rich . Whether they do so is most probably
up to the rich.
" Your necessity is my opportunity," speaks Satan in Edward
Bellamy's novel about the future, ~o and the world would be wise
to see to it that the opportunity is not too tantalizingly presented.
The poor also have the potential power to raise the horizon's of
society's greatness. Thus, it is to all humanity's benefit that we aid
the poor and the hungry. We must guard against what T. S. Eliot
called the "greatest treason: to do the right thing for the wrong
reason."

PROSPECTS FOR INCREASING WORLD FOOD PRODUCTION
AND IMPROVING NUTRITION

It has been said that the whole of nature "is a conjugation of the
verb to eat, in the active and the passive.""' The air, the soil, the
plants - nearly everything on earth is food for one form of life
or another. And we too are, inextricably a part of the food chain
that winds itself about the globe like the serpent of Midgard in the
Norse legend.
We are still, in a sense, gatherers, searching for more and better
foods , hoping someday to find the El Dorado of plenty. Though
19Martin L. King, Jr., Wh y We Can't Wait (New York: Harper & Row,
1963) .
2°Edward Bellamy, Looking Back ward: 2000-1887 (New York : Houghton
Mifflin, 1887) .
21W. R. Inge, Outspoken Essays (New York: Longmans, 1927 ; repr.,
1971, Greenwood).
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we know that we are eXlstmg in a finite world, we dream about
opening up new lands for cultivation.
The discovery of new agricultural frontiers is possible, but hardly
plausible at this time. We can open up new lands for cultivation,
given the proper amounts of water, energy, and fertilizer. Many
arid lands, and even deserts, could be productive if only they had
enough water. But water is neither inexpensive nor universally
available.
Land that is bounteous without the addition of unreasonably
large amounts of technological help is not in plentiful supply, either.
Most of the land that can be practicably used for growing crops is
being used. The world is not yet rich enough in either capital or nondestructive technology that it can bring a significant number of new
acres under the plow without courting an ecological catastrophe similar to the Dust Bowl of the '30's, as was shown in the Soviet Union
when the Russians put vast areas of arid lands under cultivation, only
to fail. We must protect the cropland we already have against
erosion and commercial or industrial development. We are forced by
our numbers and by an increasingly effective and dangerous technology to be clasped even more firmly to Mother Earth's breast.
We would do well to cultivate her riches with care and spend them
with prudence.
Soldiers of the Green Revolution

We are able to increase, figuratively, the area of land cultivated
by expanding crop yields. One of the ways to increase yields is by
planting genetically engineered cultivars of grains that are capable of
producing more grain per plant. Unfortunately, implementing the
higher-yield and higher-nutritional composition grains will also require large amounts of money and technology. The farmer must be
educated to the desirability of the new grains, a process already in
progress that appears by the statistics to be working. The area of
high-yield wheats and rices was only 200 acres in 1965; by 1971 that
figure had grown to more than 500 million acres.
While it is true that anything that raises the amount of food
in the world contributes to the achievement of our stated objective,
the eradication of hunger, we must ask ourselves several questions
about each proposal and its effects. First, what kind of price, either
monetary or environmental, will have to be paid? Second, who will
benefit from the implementation of the process?
The high yield cultivars have been implemented in countries
such as India and Pakistan without too great an economic strain,
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so we may safely assume that the monetary cost is not prohibitive,
in the short run. But the high-yield strains require larger amounts
of fertlizer and water than ordinary grains, and the cost of providing them may prove too great in the long run, given the rising cost
and declining supply of fertilizer and the expense involved in building irrigation systems. And, as we shall see, there are ecological
dangers involved in both fertilization and irrigation.
In answer to our second question , there is some doubt whether
the high-yield cultivars benefit the small farmer or not. The poorer
farmers, unable to obtain financial or technological assistance, cannot
in many instances take advantage of the higher-yield cultivars. It is
mostly the farmers who have a supply of capital at hand who are
able to use them. In addition, the development of the higher-yielding
grains was done primarily on just three crops: rice, wheat, and
sorghum. The green revolution must be substituted by greener
revolutions. Otherwise the hungry and desperate can be frightened
and freedom and democracy have a hollow ring to their empty
bellies. Hunger was the great recruiting officer for the Red Army
of Mao Tse-tung.
Irrigation

When increasing agricultural production is discussed, usually
the term "arable land" is mentioned. "Arable" land means land
on which crops will grow. It is no indicator of how well they will
grow, only that they will grow. Indeed, there is great diversity in the
quality of land that is classified as arable. Generally, however, land
that is not irrigated is less productive than land that is.
Some agronomists consider all land potentially irrigable. Getting
enough water to potentially rich land, though, is a problem. The
damming of rivers has nearly reached its maximum limits. The
desalinization of sea-water, the diversion of rivers, and weather
control are proposed by some, but it will be long before we know
whether they are at all feasible . Many consider them a grossly
impractical waste of time, considering the urgency of the problem
and the immaturity of development of such projects.
In areas that are already irrigated, some disturbing occurrences
are taking place. Reservoirs built for irrigation purposes are filling
with silt due to unrestricted grazing of watersheds, the clearing of
steep inclines in an attempt to increase farmland, and deforestation.
Application of erosion prevention techniques is desperately needed in
many of the lesser-developed countries to prevent the loss of valuable
soil and water resources. B. R. Sen, former director of FAO, reports
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estimates that the world's water requirements for 1985 could be
reduced from 600 million acre-feet per year to 300 million acre-feet
per year if a 20 % improvement in the efficiency of irrigation practices was achieved.""
Farmers working in irrigated fields in many countries are also
subject to a water-borne disease called schistosomiasis. The disease
is carried by a parasite that burrows in the exposed flesh of those
working in irrigation-flooded fields. The disease has reached staggering proportions. It is estimated to affect nearly 250 million people,
replacing malaria as the world's most prevalent disease.
Fertilization

Wherever agricultural practices have been upgraded, one of the
main elements in the improvement of production has been fertilizer.
The widescale use of fertilizers is considered by some to be an
environmentally threatening factor. Claims of soil depletion through
the use of chemical fertilizers, while not effectively substantiated,
have not been effectively refuted. The pollution of water by the
nitrogen-stimulated eutrophication of streams and lakes is, however,
a proven danger in the use of fertilizers.
"The first condition of farming is to maintain fertility," said the
late Professor L. H. Bailey in the preface to an arresting book written
in the early part of the twentieth cenutry about Chinese and Japanese
agriculture called Farmers for Forty Centuries. t:l But modern man
has become addicted to the use of artificially produced fertilizers to
maintain the fertility of the soil. And yet, with the burgeoning population, is there any other way open to us? It seems that until the
population pressure lessens, we have no choice but to depend more
and more heavily for life upon highly mechanized and technological
farming.
Use of the Land

Wise use of land resources has heretofore not been a remarkable virtue possessed by the world, especially the Western nations.
In most nations, land use planning is either nonexistent or ineffectively enforced . As a result, much farmland is disappearing, as far as
22B. R. Sen, "Water's
Yields," Foreign Agriculture
23F. H . King, Farmers
1907), from the preface, by

Role Crucial in World Effort to Increase Food
5 :5-6 (June 12, 1967) .
for Forty Centuries (New York : Harcourt Brace,
Dr. L. H. Bailey, p. 13.

lots, and suburban sprawl.

The lamentably exorbitant misuse of
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we know irrevocably, beneath factories , shopping centers, parking
lots and suburban sprawl. The lamentabl y exorbitant misuse of
cropland in the United States presents a poor example to developing
nations of the wisdom that a nation acquires along with its wealth .
For example, of the 300 million acres of potential food-bearing land
in the U.S., 180 million are used for the production of feed stuff for
livestock.
Mechanization

We who term ourselves the "developed world" have achieved
that state of development largely by the replacement of our nineteenth
century agricultural system by one that is mechanized and uses huge
amounts of borrowed energy in the form of fertilizer s and petroleum
products. No longer does the farmer directly have to set aside a
good-sized portion of his arable land to produce feed for his draft
animals. Therefore the amount of land that can be used for crops
for human consumption has apparently increased. In truth, however,
the farmer is not producing more with less; he is just substituting
oil produced elsewhere for fodder produced on his farm.
New Un-lands

There is a possibility, however, that new lands can be used for
food that are not lands at all. The sea, long inefficiently and wastefully harvested, could, under properly controlled management, and
through careful study, bring even greater bounties than the 69.3
million metric tons caught in 1970. 24
The sea has for long justly been considered the source of life.
Its treasures are vast, and but for a few important exceptions,
unrealized. Great care must be taken, however, that we do not
deplete beyond recovery the resources of the sea. It is not a bottomless well from which we can dredge up unlimited amounts. It is as
fragile as all the other parts of the world ecosystem, though we are
apt, in the face of its awesome size and grandeur of power, to forget
that fact. We are becoming a population too large to keep abusing
the sea with pollution and overfishing. Already many whales are
nearing extinction, victims of overzealous fishing practices, and the
ocean of much of our own east coast is said to have been killed
by our reckless disposal of our society'S pollutants.
Yet this need not be so, for with proper study by fishery biologists of populations and optimum levels, a maximum harvest of fish
can be attained and kept. Maintained at the proper growth rate,
24FAO Y earbook oj Fishery Statistics, Vol. XXXI (Rome, 1970).
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the sea can be harvested and it will replenish itself like a cornucopia.
International policies must be agreed upon in the cause of the
worldwide responsibilities for the cleanliness and fertility of our
oceans.
It is perhaps fortunate that we have not delved too deeply until
lately into the secrets of the ocean. For now we understand, as we
never have before, about the interaction of living things. If we can
put our knowledge to equitable use, the sea can be a very rewarding
place to look for food .
Sorry, Charlie

When we look at the possibility of increasing our intake of
food from the sea, we must consider the fish that are already being
caught, but that have not been deemed proper, for one reason or
another, for human consumption.
Much of the ocean's treasure goes into the production of fishmeal , which is used as feed for animals, so they can, in turn, be eaten
by man . This is great wastage, as with each step in processing, the
ratio of energy input to energy production drops, until the protein
conversion ratio is 1000 to I.""
In an effort to shorten this food chain, work has been devoted
to the development of a fish protein concentrate (FPC) which has
been highly touted as potentially very helpful in the war against
malnutrition . The resultant powder however is said to be chalky,
gritty, and of unpleasant taste and odor.
If we cannot find a concentrate of fish acceptable, we could
afford to expand our fish diets. Most Westerners are decidedly not
excited by the idea of eating squid or octopus, but the fact that they
are regarded as wholesome foods in other parts of the world shows
us that our taste preferences in this matter are but squeamishness.
There are more than 40,000 species of fish. Man currently eats
only a handful of these. Surely there are some other swimming
species that he could stand to eat.
There are also the crawling and stationary sea-creatures, edible
species such as crabs, lobsters, oysters, clams, and seaweeds. SQme
have suggested farming these less mobile inhabitants of the oceans,
~G A . A. Woodham, "The World Protein Shortage: Prevention and Cure,"
World R e view of Nutritioll alld Dietetics 13:1-42 (Basel: Karger, 1971) . In
this artcile, Woodham also cites Roels (1969) who points out that in the
chain including the consumption of fish by sea-birds, the production of their
guano into fertilizer helps produce grain that is fed to hogs, which are
slaughtered and eaten by man-the efficiency ratio drops to one million to one.
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an idea given the fine example of the Japanese, that would bear
some research. Along the same line is the freshwater cultivation
of fish , already being practiced in hatcheries and pond cultures,
which richly deserves more research and development.
Silhouettes of the Future

The biblical book of Ecclesiastes declares to us: "What has been
will be, and what has been done is what will be done. There is
nothing new under the sun" (Eccl. 1:9). While it is true that man
must work only with what has been given him, he is enough of a
craftsman to constantly find new ways of manipulating the materials
at hand.
The genetic engineering of crops has
resulted in foods that are superior to those which we are now eating.
A strain of corn has been developed called Opaque-2. Its protein
quality is reported to be equal to that of milk. In the same category
is a cross of wheat and rye called Triticale, which also has a protein
value equivalent to milk. Though some problems are still to be
worked out, such Opaque-2's vulnerability to insect and fungus
damage, the potential of these new mutants is enormous. ~(;
Mutants and Hybrids.

Leaf Protein . One of the more inventive of food manipulations
is a protein concentrate derived from the green leaves of plants.
The leaf is crushed and processed in such a way that it yields a
high-protein, greenish powder, that does not, according to most
reports, taste offensive. Processing plants are already in operation
in England that can produce this concentrate in large quantities.
People will naturally at first regard anything that is made from
leaves with skepticism, if not downright derision. Without proper
advance campaigns, people will not purchase it. Leaf protein presents
us with a source of protein we heretofore had not thought of; we
cannot afford to ignore it simply because of its novelty.
Protein from Micro-organisms. Other potential producers of
protein that may play a great role in the nutrition of the future are
micro-organisms. Some have been used for thousands of years;
some have only recently been subjected to the light of scientific
scrutiny. One important member of the single cell proteins (SCP)

26N. S. Scrimshaw, "Meeting Future Food Needs," Canadian Dietetic
Associatioll Journal 32(3) : 117-128 (1971) .
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is yeast. Yeast can be grown on a number of substrates. Its protein
content (50 % ) compares well with the FAa reference protein, being
deficient only in methionine, and slightly, in tryptophan . Yeast is
characterized, however, by rather an unpleasant taste, and it may
be that its flavor will have to be altered before people will readily
accept it.
Fungi are perhaps the most widely accepted and consumed of
the microbial proteins, especially in the form of mushrooms. Experiments are being carried out with other fungi , but the cost seems to
be prohibitive and the acceptance is low.
Algal (Chlorella) protein, since it comes from the water and
is a slight bit "slimy" in its natural state, would perhaps be accepted
even more slowly than the other SCP's. It has, in addition , an
unpleasant taste, and there is some difficulty in digesting it. Despite
the fact that it has been the most studied, and has been accepted
in parts of Japan and Africa for years, the cost and technical production problems make it the least feasible of the new protein sources.
Bacteria that can grow on a number of substrates, including
crude petroleum, leaving the oil cleaner than before, are looked
on as a very promising form of food. There are problems in their
production, as with all the others. The protein produced is, however,
not deficient in methionine or tryptophan as are most yeasts and
fungi ; but, unfortunately, there is some question as to whether the
cell wall of the bacteria can be completely broken down by the human
digestive process to make full use of the protein of the bacteria.
Seed Proteins. A little more conventional, but still new to many
people are cottonseed and peanut proteins. These are very promising
foods, since, unlike so many others, they grow well in the tropics
where food needs are great and the agricultural production, as yet,
is low. Currently cottonseed and peanuts are mostly used for oil,
with the resultant cake that is left after the pressing of the seeds
for the oil being fed to cattle. It is no wonder, then, that foods such
as these, even though nutritionally excellent, find the road to acceptance hard. The citizens of underdeveloped countries think these
mad Westerners are trying to give them cattle fodder to eat.
Other oil seeds, such as soybeans, are also excellent sources
of protein, and study is being conducted on their further use, including concentrates from which meat analogs can be made. Besides the
microbial and seed proteins, there are other possible sources of
proteins that sound as if they come from an episode of Buck Rogers .
For example, it has even been suggested that we create a protein
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concentrate from woo1. 27 The fiber is claimed to yield a high-quality,
moderately digestible protein concentrate.
Plastic Food. Many scientists are advancing not only the need
but the desirability of synthetic foods. Though such ideas meet with
an initial painful bellow from some people, the scientists realize that
the population is not going to stop its headlong rush for quite some
time now, and rather than try and expand existing agriculture beyond
what might be a breaking point of some kind, they are exploring
the possibility of fabricating and synthesizing new foods.
There is an important difference between fabrication and synthesis. Fabrication is the re-arrangement, as in new forms of protein
such as leaf and bacterial, of old, unacceptable forms of food into
some that is more familiar and pleasing to the consumer. Synthesis,
on the other hand, is the creation of food from non-food constituents.
It is hard for us to imagine that someday we may eat a food that
the day before had been a mineral of some kind or another, but such
times have already partly arrived.
Currently available fabricated foods include the texturized vegetable proteins, wherein a vegetable protein, usually soy, is made into
a meat analog by "spinning" the fibers of the protein and adding various flavoring ingredients. These analogs have found their way into
the market and earned acceptance in the diets of many Americans.
Some synthetic foods are also familiar to many of us. Instant
breakfast drinks, for example, are many times made from nothing
more than flavoring agents, vitamins, and sweetner.
Enrichment, Fortification, and Alterations

Many foods are deficient in certain vitamins, or proteins, or
minerals; and some lose part of their nutritional value when they
are processed or milled. The restoration, fortification, and enrichment of foods has gained great support and popularity in the past
years. The much-cited example of the restoration of a B vitamin
that was lost in the milling of rice will serve once more as an
example of the extensive implementation of enrichment and fortification. In another more modern example, it was found that some of
the nutrients in spaghetti were lost in cooking. Additional nutrients
were subsequently placed in the heart of the noodle, where they
would be less likely to leach away during preparation.
27F. B. Shorland, "Protein from Wool May Provide New Food Source,"
Food Manufacture 44(10) :42-45 (1969).
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Some foods, if they only contained a few more nutrients, or had
a better ratio of one to the other, would make excellent "total"
foods . By fortifying these foods, to raise the level of deficient
nutrients, people may be able to get a greater portion of their
essential daily nutrients in one meal.
Furthermore, some foods , while not necessarily nutritious in
and of themselves, are so universally consumed that they make
excellent vehicles for the distribution of badly-needed nutrients; for
example, salt, to which iodine has been added. It has been suggested
that salt also be used, because of its ubiquity in human diets, to
deliver still more nutrients to the human diet. 28
Experimental evidence from our laboratories supports the thesis
that the vitamin, mineral, and protein contents, as well as the yields
of certain crops, can be increased by the application of certain
chemical compounds. More work needs to be done, especially on
the toxicological implications of such chemical additions, but the
results so far show a ray of hope. 2D
Not only do these processes raise the nutritional status of
people today, they hold great promise for the future. If we assume
that protein deficiency is the most common and widespread disease
on earth (and we will hardly find anyone to argue that assumption),
then it would follow that a wise thing to do would be to supplement
the protein levels of a country's staple foods .
Proteins are composed of amino acids, anywhere from eight to
ten of which are "essential" amino acids; that is, acids that are
necessary for the continuance of human life. Not only must these
amino acids be present, they must be present in the correct ratio.
It is akin to a set of scales with at least eight pans, of varying sizes,
each of which must be filled to a certain level. If one of these
amino acids is not in the proper relation to the others, it will have
a limiting effect on the quality of the protein as a whole and its
absorption by the body. The most common limiting amino acid
among the grains is lysine, and in soybeans is methionine. The
synthesis of amino acids for addition to foods that are deficient in
them is a commercial reality at present, but the utilization of the
amino acids is not as extensive as it could be.
28F. J. Levinson and A. D. Berg, "Proposal to Combat Malnutrition in
India-With a Grain of Fortified Salt," Food Technology 23(9) :70-72 (1969) .
29M. T. Wu and D. K. Salunkhe, "The Use of Certain Chemicals to
Increase Nutritional Value and to Extend Quality in Economic Plants," CRC
Critical Reviews in Food Technology 4(4) : 507-548 (March, 1974).
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Research and Development

The world badly needs concentrated research on nutritional
problems. One would not think, with the technological advancement
in the developed nations, that this would be the case there, too.
But from the gleaming chrome and glass food research facilities of
the industrial nations come not studies on how to improve the
nutritional quality of food s, but new varieties of instant breakfast
cereal and snack items whose nutritional value is dubious, but whose
novelty and consumer appeal are beyond reproach . We in the
developed nations have not achieved such standards of nutrition I
excellence that we can afford to neglect scientific research on the
value and effectiveness of our diets.
The underdeveloped nations' research information about producing food is usually second-hand: if it were altered and patched
somewhat, it might be applicable to their specific problems. The
technology that allowed the developed nations to achieve such effective methods of food production is usually not directly applicable to
the developing nations, which lie for the most part in the tropics,
where requirements for food production are totally different from
the more temperate climates. Necessary to the increased and continued growth of the underdeveloped countries towards nutritional
security are research programs that grow out of the needs of the
particular areas in which they are located . Our task is to provide
the training and facilitie s that will give developing nation s the needed
expertise to attack and solve their particular food problems. However technologically advanced and well-meaning research from the
outside may be, it usually comes across to the developing nations
as condescending scientific hubris, which is as indefensible as it is
ineffective.
Protecting What We Have

It is an appealing conceptual illusion that the problem of hunger
in the world is due only to its failure to produce enough food. But
this is not so. If the wind blows the grain from a man's spoon before
it reaches his lips, or if he has not the strength to lift the food to
his mouth, what good will it do him to have more than he could
possibly use?
Our global man is losing almost half, in some cases more than
half, of his spoonful while it is on the way to his mouth. It rots in
inadequate storage bins, it is attacked by blights in the field , it is
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stolen from him by rodents, insects, and birds, and it is thrown away
by the thousands of tons into garbage cans in homes and markets.
The underdeveloped countries are in the position of Tantalus,
the figure in Greek mythology who is tortured by the apparent
accessibility of the food hanging over his head, only to have it
drawn away when he tries to reach for it. The underdeveloped
nations can see the promise of more food through increased crop
yields pulled away from them by the malevolent gods of decay and
disease, plunder and spoilage.
Food Pirates

An incredible number of insects share our world. Every day
they eat enormous amounts of food, a good deal of which was
destined for man's stomach. Locusts, the most historically infamous
of the insects, have plagued man for centuries. Add to their awesome
destructive power that of the many varieties of caterpillar, ant,
grasshopper, weevil, beetle, and parasites of all kinds, and you have
an army of hungry marauders that cost the United States alone
approximately four billion dollars on the average per year between
1951 and 1960. That exceeds the net profits in 1972 of General
Motors and IBM combined, and is equal to the yearly allocation
for the Marshal Plan when it was in effect.
Except for applying insecticides, little can be done about insect
damage during crop production. Insecticides came under heavy fire
in the late '60's and early '70's, and in many cases very rightfully so.
New limited-spectrum insecticides are being tested and developed
which hopefully will have a less deleterious effect on the ecosystem
of the planet. Biological controls that have proved safe and highly
effective are also being considered by many agriculturists.
Losses due to plant diseases have become an important consideration for the future, given our dependence on the higher-yield
cultivars of grain. There is the possibility of a pandemic in such cultivars of grain, due to genetic homogeneity, as evidenced by the corn
blight in the United States in 1970. If we are to continue to use the
high-yield crops (as seems likely), a close watch must be kept on
the development of new disease strains for which a genetically homogeneous crop presents extremely dry tinder. Education in plant
pathology should not be confined to the schoolroom, but it should
move, as should all sectors of protection, production, and distribution,
out to the farmer's field, where it can be put to good use.
Diseases and parasites among livestock cause losses in an
already expensive product. This should not be tolerated while the
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means to combat it are available. The need for more veterinary
schools in underdeveloped countries is obvious. Many veterinarians
in the U.S. are entering the field of pet veterinary medicine because
of the lure of better pay. Livestock veterinarians are in great demand, but their clients cannot afford to pay them the extravagant
fees they might command elsewhere.
Rodents have been familiars of man for centuries, both a<;
thieves who steal his food and as disease-laden guests in his home.
The most efficient method of controlling crop losses due to rodents
is not to embark on a program of rodent extermination , but to:
(1) reap crops so as to leave very little stubble left that they can
feed on and (2) store the crop after harvest in places inaccessible to
the rodents.
Poorly Guarded Treasuries

Anyone who has looked into the cost of funerals lately will
agree that we ma,y well spend more money and effort storing our
dead than we do storing the necessities of life. Food storage and
processing facilities in the underdeveloped nations are rare, and
where they do exist, are pitiably inadequate, both in terms of effectiveness and capacity. But even in the developed nations, methods
of storing and preserving are less than ideal.
For a food storage unit to be effective, it must maintain: the
moisture content of the air at a desirable level (which depends on
the food involved); a suitable temperature level (which again varies,
depending on the food) ; and an area clear of pests. Most food
storage facilities in underdeveloped lands do none of these tasks.
Much food is kept in old barns, whose boarded walls have harbored
generation upon generation of mice. This is especially true on
subsistence farms. Such food is vulnerable to the weather and to
constant pilfering by the rodent population. In addition , the dark
moistness of most barns is ideal for the growth of microbes.
On some farms, an effort has been made to store crops in
special structures, but alas, much of the farmer's work and planning
is in vain, for he does not possess either the money or materials
to build a granary of truly efficient proportions. These makeshift
depositories are many times built of mud, or a manure-mud mixture,
which can hardly be called sanitary.
The FAa in particular is doing research on inexpensive storage
structures that will go far in winning the war against spoilage and
loss. The cost of such a facility should always include an appraisal
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of the potential savings that the unit's effectiveness will insure.
For a country to turn down concrete storage warehouses in favor of
cheaper wood ones would be extremely inadvisable in the light of
long-range savings, and it is hoped that someone would be there
to advise against it.
Preservation

The term "storage" includes the preservation of food from
natural decay. Such preservation can be effectively accomplished
by introducing additives to food such as moisture and acid inhibitors
and antioxidants. Chemical preservatives in general have come
under criticism and boycott lately, and while research should certainly continue unabated on the possible carcinogenic effects of such
materials, much of the criticism was based on emotion and fueled by
ignorance of the nature of such materials. It has come to be that
anything "chemical" ingested into the body is believed necessarily
bad for it. This is surely not so, or we would alI have given up salt
a long time ago. Whether it be infant, pregnant mother, or greybeard,
food is a universal common to alI human beings, and there are some
dangers in food that none of us are immune to. Many common
foods, if eaten in amounts above normal, contain what could be
classified as toxic materials. Indeed, "almost every natural food
consumed by man can be demonstrated to contain substances which,
when subjected to one or the other of the pharmacological tests to
which 'additives' are subjected, would be classified as toxiC.":lll We
should be as prudent in our prohibition of chemical additives as in
our use of them.
Even if we exclude "chemical" preservation of food, however,
many natural substances can be used to prolong its life. Sugar
(for jelIies, jams, etc.) , salt (meats), and oils and fats (meat, certain
vegetables) have been used for centuries. There are also more
relatively recent processes to extend the edibility of food such as
freezing, canning, and freeze-drying .
Handle with Care

In addition to the losses induced by inadequate storage methods
and facilities , losses also occur as goods are transported to and held
at the marketplace. Careless handling during the freight process,
insufficient knowledge among retail merchants about how to effec30M . Pyke, "Hazards of Natural Foods," Healtlz alld Food, 1972, Birch,
Green, and Plaskett (eds.) (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1972).
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tively protect their goods, and the expense of currently available
ways to prolong and preserve the economic life of the merchandise
contribute to loss problems.
Current Efforts

A country can best provide a more wholesome diet for its
populace by using native foodstuffs . Ample economic reasons exist
for using native foods, foremost among them the principle of selfdetermination. The best nutritional use that can be made of most
existing natural foods in developing countries is that of a blend,
formulated by trained nutritionists so that the proper balance of the
amino acids and a proper level of calories is achieved.
In many countries it has been found that such a blend would go
far in alleviating malnutrition in the people. In Central America, the
famous example of Incaparina is noted. A blend of cottonseed, corn,
local available grain, and torula yeast, Incaparina has proved to be
an inexpensive and effective method of improving the nutrition of
the peoples in the developing countries. As in most new foods,
Incaparina's major problem was one of acceptance. The people in
each land in which it was introduced preferred foods that were
familiar to them and that they could incorporate into familiar dishes.
One of the tasks involved in introducing Incaparina was to show
local homemakers how to make dishes from the blend resembling
those they usually ate.
Nutritionists and food scientists are constantly working on the
problem of human hunger, and they are developing radical new ways
in which to combat that hunger. Max Milner feels that "those who
have helped define these urgent problems have a responsibility for
their solutions."'" But without realization of the food problem by
the world's population as a whole, and not merely by those who are
hungry, without certain sacrifices so that people's needs can be
satisfied, the nutritionists' work will have been in vain.
What must be remembered is that relieving the world of its
malnutrition problems will benefit everyone. The American Medical
Association calls malnutrition in part "impaired functional ability."
To find and act upon solutions to the serpentine maze of problems
that confront the world requires help from everyone. Loss of brainpower and manpower due to "impaired functional ability" cannot
be tolerated.
31M. Milner, "Cottonseed Proteins: Problems and Opportunities for
World Protein Deficits," Food Technology 18:35-36 (1964).
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One problem is to align consumption preferences and nutritive
needs into a tenable coexistence. Ideally, every person will be able to
eat foods that he has learned to like and be assured that his body will
not be under- or over-exposed to certain food constituents.
Whether that end should be sought by altering patterns or by
fortifying foods remains to be decided, and most certainly will be
hotly debated. Let the debate begin , but let us first unanimously
agree that adequate and proper food consumption by all peoples
is a goal of the highest priority.
The Global Pie

When the world sits down to dinner, the portions are grossly
unequal. Sitting at the head of the table, Oceania, North America,
and Europe have consumption levels far above the rest. Indeed,
they are the only areas enjoying adequate protein/ calorie levels.
The rest of the world's portions range from that of the Near East,
where the levels are only slightly below those set by the Food and
Agricultural Organization, to that of the Far East, where protein
consumption averages only 60 % of what it should be.
We must take care to remember that we are dealing with people,
not mere statistical averages. In addition to the callous indifference
of averaging, the per capita consumption figures are unreliable indicators of actual consumption because they are computed by taking
"total production and marketings of the respective food items," and
dividing by "the population count. "3" They do not take into account
the losses incurred between the time of production and the time of
consumption .
The problem is as much of quality as of quantity. Clearly, the
caloric intake levels of the underdeveloped nations indicate inadequate amounts of food. But the protein level is even farther below
a desirable level, indicating that the food the people of these nations
are eating is not of a high nutritional quality.
In the developed countries, much meat is eaten. As we have
seen, meat production is a woefully inefficient utilizer of plant
protein. But meat as a food is high in quality and quantity of proteins that the human body can make best use of. We are therefore
faced with a thorny problem. To improve diets in underdeveloped
countries (for instance, Pakistan, where 73 % of the calories consumed come from grain) , the nutritionally superior way would be to
32USDA, "Trends in Food Consumption and their Nutritional Significance," (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970).
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introduce more meat and meat products into such diets. But, the
production of all the meat it would take to provide adequate protein
for all the people of the world would preclude the growing of all
other crops except feed grains, and most probably be impossible
under any conditions.
Ties that Bind

Once the food reaches the consumer, all the effort expended
in preserving it, protecting it from damage, and making it nutritionally beneficial will be of no avail if he will not buy it. It seems
to be a universal truth that human beings are finicky in their eating
habits, and that their choice of food depends on a process that
bears only a passing resemblance to logic. Food conventions are
the hard-to-change products of history, environmental pressures, and
social circumstances.
Entrails of an Ox

A great mythology has spun its web about food over the long
centuries. In every culture, sacrifices to the gods took the form of
food. In some, the combination of religion and eating established
taboos.
The Jews, commanded by an Old Testament God not to eat
foods that had not been rendered kosher, will not violate that commandment today. The Catholics until recently ate no meat save
fish on Fridays. The slaughter of cattle in India is still unthinkable.
For Moslems, pork is considered unsanitary; even its presence can
be revolting to them.
Homecooked Meals

Most crops, true to the theory of evolution, have developed
pre-eminence in those areas where the climate and the soil are best
suited to them. And, in most places, one single crop has come to
dominate all others in the diet of the region. Many cultures consider
this crop to be irreplaceable in their diet.
Therefore, the gringos will not get the citizen of Mexico to give
up his corn tortillas for some strange-tasting concoction whose only
recommendation is that "it's good for you," any more than the
gringos' grandmothers could get them to eat their oatmeal.
World Food and Nutrition Policy

Realizing the political, social, economic, and humanitarian
ramifications of the world food imbalance, most nations of the earth
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are trying to steer towards a more beneficial course. Like Phaethon,
we strain at the reins of our blazing chariot, now urging it ahead,
now reining it tight, so that the steeds of the sun do not go too fast.
We hope, meanwhile, that a thunderbolt does not strike us for being
insolent enough to attempt this ride while lacking the knowledge to
control our own course.
Clearly, we need long-range planning if our children are to
survive with a modicum of security or comfort. We need a policy
that will deliver the world equitably from the scourges of hunger.
Such a policy must first deal with the establishment of adequate diets
and then with the maintenance of that condition. In addition to
increasing production, we must also more equally divide the bounty
of the earth. The "haves," however, are not enthusiastic about
sharing with the "have-nots."
The plight of the hungry in all lands can be likened to Martin
Luther King's description of the black man in America: "He is told,
in effect, to lift himself by his own bootstraps, advice that does not
take into account the fact that he is barefoot."3:J
"As a nation," wrote former Secretary of Agriculture Freeman,
"we must cease asking how much it will cost to solve the food / population problem and begin asking how much it will cost if we fail to
solve the problem in the allotted time."3'
Education

The education of the people to the gravity of the problem and
the necessity for individual action will be one of the greatest tasks
we will face in the years to come. As Norman Borlaug, in his
acceptance speech for the Nobel Peace Prize pointed out, "one of
the greatest obstacles to the improvement of agriculture . . . is the
scarcity of trained people."30 Education must include population
planning, nutritional prudence, and acceptance of new foods.
Population Education

The subject of family control is important and controversial.
It must be understood by the people that population control does not

mean the subjection of the people, or the end to one of the most
33King, Why We Can't Wait (New York: Harper & Row, 1963).
340rville Freeman, quoted in M. Kriesberg, "Food for Freedom with
Some Implications," Journal of Dairy Science 51 :245-250 (1968).
35 N. E. Borlaug, "The Green Revolution, Peace, and Humanity" (Washington: Population Reference Bureau, 1970).
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shining threads in the fabric of human existence - that of birth.
It does mean that each child that comes into the world should be
anticipated and welcomed as someone for whom a place can be
set at the table, someone for whom life will be rich and full. It means
that a couple should consider each child's impact on the family unit
and the overall human family before the child comes.
It means a thorough understanding of the human reproductive
system, and an acquaintance with the effective methods of prevent- .
ing conception. Population control is not an impossible dream or
fancy. It has been shown in some places, happily contrary to one
of Malthus' postulates, that given a higher standard of living, the
people do not necessarily expand the size of their families . Furthermore, in some places, contraceptive measures are widely adopted
where they are made available.
Nutrition Education

Sanctimonious preaching and empty pep talk cannot fill hungry
stomachs. The only cure for malnutrition is good food. The starving
must be fed and helped to gain enough strength before they can do
anything for themselves, including learning.
We have seen that in many parts of the world, including the
affluent world, the diets of many people are unnecessarily deficient
in important nutrients. Unnecessarily, because many times the food
is there in abundant or at least adequate supply, and the people
have the purchasing power to obtain the food , yet it is not consumed,
either in favor of more traditional dishes, or more sensually appealing foods.
Nutritionists, physicians, and food technologists are faced with
the problem of acquainting the people with the good food available
to them, supplying them with the knowledge to make good nutritional decisions, and educating them to the dangers of poor food
habits. Merely introducing people to wholesome foods is not enough.
People must also come to enjoy, and actually prefer nutritious foods,
if nutritional health is to become a reality.
The Persuaders

In educating and convincing
a nutritious diet, we need first to
successful at it - the producers
foods. These foods have, for the
above other foods , but the success

the people of the advantages of
look at the people who are most
of "convenience" and "health"
most part, no outstanding merits
of their public relation campaigns
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is phenomenal. It would perhaps benefit us to examine their methods.
Much of the appeal of these foods comes from their status value.
The "be-the-first-one-on-your-block" appeal carries great weight in
most parts of the world. A sense of mystery, a certain vaguely magcal quality somehow hinted at by advertisers titillates the curiosity
of the consumer. An "elitist" group of consumers purchases the
product, if the advertising is successful, and the advertisers, noting
this, exhort the rest of the people that the way to become a part of
this "elitist" group, whatever it may be, from lover to multimillionaire, is to buy the product and use it faithfully. In many cases, the
advertisers create an elite group where there really is none to stimulate demand for their product.
Most nutritional campaigns fail on all of these points. First,
not many people consider a staple of the diet to be a status-producing
thing. Little or no effort is made by most nutritionists to try and see
if the foods can gain this position. Secondly, as most of us know,
in the technologicaIly advanced countries the desire to keep pace
with rapidly changing times compels many consumers to buy a
product on the advertising statement that "no modern person would
be without it." Nutritionists, by and large, do not attempt to utilize
this kind of social pressure. Perhaps they should.
Admittedly, these are approaches; they are psychological sleightsof-hand that may disturb some people's ethical sensibilities. However one may feel about the morality of the manipulation of people's
desires and wants, the effectiveness of these tactics cannot be ignored.
Learning Made Easier

Education, to be effective, must combine entertainment with
prodding. We must entertain the fancy of those who are to be
taught, to keep them interested and curious. We must prod a bit to
give them the desire to learn and to direct their questions toward
knowledge that is of practical use to them. Learning is not so
difficult to swallow, but it is terribly hard to chew. If it has a little
flavor to it, so much the better.
Such things as simulation games might improve the taste of
education and help people to want to make correct choices in their
food. A homemaker should be able to describe a normal meal in her
current diet ("input" for the game), and be given an "output" that
tells her if it is deficient and in what. By playing the game, she
learns to right any deficits in her diet with local foods. This learning
process of error and correction would dramatize the consequences
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of good and bad nutntlOn, and perhaps incline individuals toward
nutritionally correct choices at mealtime. The game setting would
also provide a more impersonal, apparently unbiased criticism of
dietary patterns, avoiding the feeling that the nutritionist is personally
attacking the homemaker's competence.
Nutritionists and food technologists when introducing new
methods or new foods to an area, should try to involve many
of the inhabitants of the area in the actual preparation of the new
foodstuff. New processes are much less likely to be forgotten once
they have been performed by those learning them.
Workshops, or other types of group participatory learning
experience, seem highly effective. Pressure is taken off the individual
in such circumstances and transferred to the group as a whole.
The problem is one of effective education - education that
motivates those who know little and care less about nutrition.
The facts by themselves will not give them the capability to make
rational decisions. The question that must be asked is: Will the
"students" be able to cope with something that is outside the realm
of the textbook or the classroom demonstration? If not, then the
education was ineffective.
What's In It?

Nutritional labeling seems to be a solution to the problem of
consumer ignorance concerning the merits and liabilities of processed
foods. For a meaningful labeling program the nutritional constituency in terms of percentages of the RDA for each nutrient and a
system of freshness dating should be included on each label.
Mandatory labeling of food can be both attacked and defended
with equal eloquence and logic. It would be nice, certainly, to know
the nutritional composition of all the foods we eat. On the other
hand, if compulsory labeling of food were to be instituted, it could
be that some manufacturers would artificially fortify their foods with
several specified nutrients and claim dietary equality with a food
far more complete. Labeling might prove to be a license for unscrupulous manufacturers to hide inferior products behind a mask of
fortification and enrichment.
A project to label all foods would also have to be accompanied
by a dedicated and time-consuming effort by a "neutral" laboratory
to ascertain nutrient levels in various packaged and highly processed
foods, which has not been done.
There is no guarantee, however, that once everyone knew the
nutritional composition of all the available foods they would auto-
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matically begin using them in correct proportions. Thus, the chore
is, in the end, left up to education.
What To Do?

There are no easy answers to the questions posed by nutritional
ignorance. At times, there seems to be almost no way to institute
good feeding habits for mankind. Whatever the method, be it lecture,
demonstration, multi-media presentation, or any of the other methods
of education, the teachers must keep four things in mind: tolerance
for and acceptance of others' beliefs and habits; patience in the face
of what must appear at times to be an impossible communications
gulf; understanding of cultural environments so that instruction
will not offend and so that it can be made agreeable to local custom,
thus making it as effective as possible; and humility, the realization
that the teacher possesses nothing that the students don't possess
except a familiarity with certain facts.
In accordance with the last principle, humility, it would be
good to remember to practice what we preach. Darkness is fought
with candles, not with swords. If we are to combat the darkness
of dietary ignorance, surely hypocrisy does not belong in our arsenal.
Global Policy

Though education is not only desirable but necessary, it does
one no good to have all the knowledge one needs to plan adequate
meals if one does not have all the food one needs to provide adequate meals. The developed countries have the resources to aid
those less able than themselves to contribute to the solution of the
problem. But should these resources be distributed so as to assure
their effective use?
Help for Themselves

First, it must be re-emphasized that the people in underdeveloped countries are not indolent beggars looking for a handout.
They want full employment as much as we do. Our purpose must be
to perform the duties of an "economic therapist" of sorts. In the same
way that a patient in physical therapy is directed by the therapist, but
must perform by himself the exercises necessary to strengthen injured
or atrophied muscles, the developing countries should strengthen their
weak economic structures by themselves, with guidance and a helping hand from the industrial nations.
Aid offered to the underdeveloped countries must be offered
in a manner and amount that does not upset their economic or social
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balance. To upset the balance of an economy in such a way is
woefully simple. If the U.S. were, for instance, to donate a million
bushels of wheat plus a sizable amount of money to a small struggling
country, the resultant glut of the local commodity market would
result in a lowering of the prices that farmers could command in the
marketplace. It would also result in inflation, since the influx of a
great amount of new available money would lessen its scarcity and
thus its value. Such inflation would badly hurt the poorer segments
of the economy. Food aid must be given only after careful consideration is given to its area of prime effectiveness.
We must also realize that we will also benefit in the developing
countries' growth. That growth will provide more markets to which
we can sell and from which we can buy. Furthermore, we can get
the satisfaction of helping, the realization that " the improvement of
the diets of the consumers is the 'profit' of the investment."36
The Undertow

Certain psychological needs, if fulfilled , will motivate a man to
greater productivity. One could refer to it as eliminating irritants
instead of gratifying needs, but the end result is the same - a psychologically sound person will produce more than his unhealthy
counterpart. For instance, a worried person works more slowly
and with less concentration than one who is not worried. In addition , it is possible that a man would experience feelings of worthlessness and resentment if he were forced by necessity to accept what
he perceived as charity. Americans do not possess a monopoly on
a prideful and stubborn desire for self-sufficiency. If, in formulating
food aid policies for countries, we can eliminate or lessen the sources
of psychological irritation that the food aid might engender, such aid
can be made more effective.
Ends and Means

Our objectives in food policy should not only be to provide
adequate diets for the populace while disturbing the national environment as little as possible, but also to stimulate growth on the part
of underdeveloped nations so that they someday will be able to
provide the food they need for themselves. This can be done by
stimulating the growth of local agriculture, for agriculture "must, for
3GC. H. Newmark, "Some Economic Aspects of the Introduction of
Formulated Foods in Developing Countries," Nutrition N ewsletter 10(4) : 18-30
( 1972) .
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a long time to come, provide the bulk of foreign exchange earnings
for the import of capital goods required for development.":l7
To repeat, growth can besi be achieved by stimulating LocaL
agriculture. America or any other developed country, should take
care not to try to export its agricultural systems intact to other
lands. Our agriculture presupposes the existence of huge areas of
farmland, of individual farms that are gigantic in size. The export,
per se, of American agriculture to a land where farms are small
and the ecology totally different could be disastrous.
Too many development schemes assume the continued abundance of fossil fuels or other great energy inputs. The "Green Revolution" is based on massive energy inputs in the form of fertilizers and
pesticides. Should we not, seeing how limited these resources are,
plan for a future that will not face calamity upon their depletion?
It would not be right to export a system of agriculture we know
will be obsolete within a period of decades. The Report of the
President's Science Advisory Committee on the World Food Problem
stated: "For the future contingency of failing energy flows . . .
a national program of research is needed now to plan for survival
of man within simpler systems that will be induced by the reduction
of our energy base." 3 ,~
Aid can be administered in three ways. One is direct aid,
with no strings attached. This is mainly invoked in times of emergency, for it is widely recognized that such gifts may lead to a
dependence on the part of a country that otherwise has great potential for development. 39
Another way is a loan, at low interest rates and over a long
period of time. Care must be taken in this case that the monies are
wisely spent, and the political structure of the country must be
analyzed to see whether or not succeeding regimes will continue to
have food production and development at the top of their list of
priorities.
3' ''The World Food Problem in Relation to Trade and Development,"
Monthly Bulletin oj A gricultural and Economic Statistics 17 (5) :2. Paper prepared by FAO for the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
held in New Delhi, 1 February to 25 March, 1968.
3sH . T. Odum, "Energetics of World Food Production," World Food
Problem: R eport oj the President's Science Advisory Committee, Vol. III
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 70.
39Actually, since all the developing countries ate "emerging" from the
poverty of the past, they can all be said to be in a condition of "emergency."
To make the decision of who is and who is not facing a crisis is a difficult
one indeed.
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Third, a developing country may buy food stocks at reduced
prices. This is, of course, the most advantageous to both parties.
Of course, as the undeveloped countries become more and more
economically healthy, they will be able to pay the full price for the
food. We in the developed countries must then relinquish with
dignity our positions as economically privileged lords and masters
in the world. With the underdeveloped nations' growth will come
increased buying power. They will perhaps be willing to pay more
for our bread than we will. "If domestic prices are artificially held
below world prices producers will sell more of their food abroad," '"
thus causing shortages and increases in prices in the developed
countries. We should not complain too loudly at having ·to pay a
few extra pennies for a loaf of bread because someone who hitherto
did not know the taste of bread is now able to afford and enjoy it.
There are chess masters who reputedly can play and win thirty
games against thirty different players at the same time. All they need,
it is said, is a brief look at the board to decide what their next move
will be. We need planners with that kind of ability, for a brief look
at the situation as it unfolds may be all they will have before they
must make their next decision.
We need nothing so much as planning, unless it is time to make
plans. There is nothing that we can do about the latter, but the
former is something we must work on , and work on quickly and
with determination, and with an eye to productivity, economy,
efficiency, and the limitation of our numbers."
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We live in a strange and marvelous age. That mankind should
be in danger of starving and at the same time able to set foot on
the moon seems a preposterous paradox. The current dilemma is
frightening. Yet we need not despair, for we have the tools and
ability to avert disaster. However, man lacks only the wisdom to do
what never could be done and the will to do what he knows how
to do.
There is much that must be done. The most important consideration for the present is increasing crop production so that we
40Maria Whitman, "From Farm Policy to Food Policy," 1973 W. O.
Atwater Memorial Lecture, presented by the Agricultural Research Service,
U .S. Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the American Home
Economics Association.
41S. S. Kharbas and D. K. Salunkhe, "World Food and Population
Problems: Some Possible Solutions," Food Technology 26(4):148-159 (1972).
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may feed the hungry on the planet. The increase of yields and
nutrients, .judicious and prudent application of fertilizers, and carefully controlled use of water resources seem to be the best methods.
More efficient use of and less dependence on "artificial" energy in
the production of crops of high nutritional value is obligatory in the
near future. Investigations into the single-cell proteins, fish protein
concentrate, leaf protein, and synthetic foods, while important in
the long run, must be treated as secondary now because of their
present inability to provide significant contributions to the great
amounts of food needed by the world.
Losses of food in transit and storage must be halted if all the
gains made in food production are not to be in vain. This is an
especially important consideration in the tropical countries, where
food spoils rapidly and storage and processing facilities are virtually
non-existent.
"Human history," H. G. Wells said, "becomes more and more
a race between education and catastrophe." Proper nutritional
knowledge is requisite to correct dietary deficiencies in underdeveloped countries and reduce dietary excesses in the industrial
nations. Trained professionals are urgently needed if we are to have
a nutritionally enlightened citizenry or a nutritionally adequate diet.
If we recognize that every healthy, well-educated person in the
world is an asset to the world as a whole, then perhaps we can
convince our representatives in the Congress to turn from their
squabbling about reducing aid to developing nations to scrutinizing
the food industry in this country, which often seems not to care
whether its products are nutritious, but only whether or not they
will sell at a profit.
The most important long-range goal for the human race is,
of course, the control of its numbers. To see all our achievements
snuffed out because of the human creature's amazing fecundity
would be an irony of cosmic proportions. It was Samuel Johnson
who remarked, "The future is purchased by the present."
We have the currency, we only need to decide what to buya short-lived, giddy, and expensive period of self-indulgence, or a
more lasting, not so easily obtained period of fruitful and comfortable
peace. The choice is ours. The path lies before our feet; the decision as to which direction our first step will take is upon us.
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" . . . So basically influenced are we by this matter of food and
drink that revolutions, peace, war, patriotism, international understanding, our daily life and the whole fabric of human social life are
profoundly influenced by it. . . . And what is the use of saying
'Peace, Peace' when there is no peace below the diaphragm? This
applies to nations as well as individuals. ... "

Lin Yutang

